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Welcome
Ever since the first ‘killer apps’ – the spreadsheet programs VisiCalc and Lotus 123 –
technology has been the accountant’s domain. The future will be no different
In this special issue, we look at

ACCA’s groundbreaking research,
Professional accountants – the future:

recent developments in technology

Drivers of change and future skills,

and offer a selection of CPD articles

published in 2016, identified the skills

to boost your digital knowledge.

required of finance professionals in a

On page 36 we get to grips with

fast-paced business landscape. Key

blockchain, while on page 20 we

among them is the ability to harness

discover how the distributed ledger

technology to add value to employers

is benefiting complex supply chains.

and clients: the digital quotient.

The growing popularity of initial coin

This research is driving a raft of

offerings (ICOs), and the regulatory

innovations to the ACCA Qualification,

challenges they present, is examined on

both in their content and the way

page 39, while on page 58 we address

that students are examined. The

the question of whether these tokens

changes include new computer-based

are indeed currency.
On page 18, we look at how investors

assessment in some exams, using real
work tools so that new members will be

are feasting on richer sources of

better prepared for the workplace with

technology-generated data. And page

greater computer literacy.

56 offers guidance to companies listed
on regulated EU markets, which will be

But this is not just about the next
generation. Whatever stage they are

required to file their annual reports in

in their career, today’s professional

the XHTML format by 2020.

accountants cannot afford to ignore

It’s a lot to take in, but remember:

technology; routine functions are being

these technologies have the potential

automated while the deployment of

to put professionals in a key position for

blockchain technology is revolutionising

moving businesses forward.

AB

the way data is collected and recorded.
How might professionals fit into this

Jo Malvern, editor

exciting and brave new world?

joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
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Douala Tonight by
Cameroonian artist
Boris Nzebo went under
the hammer in Sotheby’s
Modern & Contemporary
African Art auction,
which focused on the
post-colonial era. Sales
at the London auction
totalled £1.8m.

Sophia, a robot created
by Hanson Robotics,
delivers a speech at
the United Nations
Development Programme
technology conference
in Kathmandu, Nepal.
Sophia is the first robot to
hold national citizenship –
in her case, Saudi Arabian.

Qantas staff and
passengers celebrate at
Heathrow Airport after
completing the first nonstop flight between the
UK and Australia. The 17hour flight to Perth costs
around £3,600 business
class, compared with
£2,600 for indirect flights.

US rapper DMX avoided
the maximum sentence
for tax fraud after arguing
that his song, Slippin’,
proved that his troubled
childhood did not prepare
him for his wealth. He
received a one-year
prison sentence and was
ordered to pay US$2.3m.
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News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look
at the latest developments and issues affecting the finance profession
Competition inquiry
The Financial Reporting

TV stars ‘forced to set up PSCs’

Council has written to the

BBC presenters felt ‘forced’ to set up personal

Competition and Markets

service companies, four of them told the House of

Authority (CMA) seeking a

Commons culture select committee at a hearing

review of competition in the

in March. Paul Lewis, Kirsty Lang (pictured), Liz

audit market. The CMA said

Kershaw and Stuart Linnel gave evidence to the

it is open to the suggestion

MPs. Kershaw provided the committee with a

but is currently monitoring

letter from the BBC, which said that she would

the impact of remedies

only be given a contract for work if the services

put in place by a previous

were provided through a company or partnership.

Competition Commission

The BBC is now committed to setting up an

inquiry. FRC chief executive

independent review to consider HMRC demands

Stephen Haddrill wants

to presenters for arrears of tax and national

the CMA to consider the

insurance that have arisen from these contracts.

creation of ‘audit only’ firms
in order to reform the market
and increase competition.

2017, compared with total

preparation and approval

Tax examination

In response, former FRC

consultancy market revenue

of the company’s financial

The House of Commons

chief executive Paul Boyle

growth of 6.1% to £7.8bn.

statements for 2014, 2015

Treasury select committee

wrote to the Financial

Fiona Czerniawska, director

and 2016, and the first half

has launched three

Times suggesting an end

of Source Global Research,

of 2017. An investigation of

investigations into tax policy

to ownership restrictions on

said: ‘The Big Four have

KPMG’s audit of Carillion

and practice. In separate

audit firms. The Department

once again outperformed

was announced in January.

inquiries it will examine

for Business, Energy and

the competition in the UK

Following criticisms over

tax evasion, tax collection

Industrial Strategy is to

consulting market. Their

the protracted timeframe

practices and VAT. The

commission an independent

size allows them to offer a

for release of its review of

inquiry into tax evasion will

review of the operations

great breadth and depth

KPMG’s audit of HBOS,

examine what progress has

of the FRC following

of both sector and service

the FRC said the latest

been made in reducing

criticisms of its regulation of

line knowledge, which may

investigation would be

the amount of tax lost to

the audit market.

make them a natural fit for

conducted ‘as quickly and

avoidance and offshore

the rapidly growing digital

thoroughly as possible’. It

evasion, and whether HMRC

transformation market.’

said it will work closely with

has the resources, skills and

the Official Receiver, the

powers needed to address

Consulting gain
The Big Four and other

8

accountancy firms were

Carillion review

Financial Conduct Authority,

this. The second inquiry will

responsible for nearly 40%

The Financial Reporting

the Insolvency Service and

examine HMRC’s conduct

of all UK consulting revenues

Council (FRC) is to

The Pensions Regulator

of tax enquiries and tax

last year, according to

investigate the conduct

‘to ensure that there is a

disputes. On the subject

analysis from Source Global

of the former Carillion

joined-up approach to

of VAT, the Treasury select

Research. Accountancy firms’

group finance directors

the investigation of all

committee will consider

consultancy practices grew

Richard Adam and Zafar

matters arising from the

the tax gap and the

revenues by 7.3% to £3bn in

Khan in relation to the

collapse of Carillion’.

impact of Brexit.
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MNCs pay less tax

The independent review of

The effective rate of tax paid

sanctions was undertaken

What’s keeping SMEs awake?

by multinationals is lower

by a panel chaired by former

Regulation, cashflow and red tape are the top concerns

now than before the 2008

Court of Appeal judge Sir

keeping small businesses awake at night. According to

financial crisis, according to

Christopher Clarke. It also

Hitachi Capital Business Finance’s British Business Barometer,

analysis undertaken by the

recommended exclusion

the General Data Protection Regulation, Brexit, gender pay

Financial Times. The paper’s

of individuals from the

equality, updates to the Criminal Finances Act and the recent

researchers examined the tax

accounting profession for

scrapping of employment tribunal fees have contributed to

paid by the world’s 10 largest

a minimum of 10 years for

concerns about compliance and red tape.

public companies over the

dishonesty. The regulator

last 25 years. It found that

has published updated

concern over economic volatility appears to have stabilised –

corporates are paying less

guidance for the tribunal

from 21% 18 months ago to 20% in Q1 2018.

tax now as a proportion

that hears FRC enforcement

of profits than before the

cases involving auditors,

economic downturn.

accountants and actuaries,
which will take effect on

HMRC risk review

1 June 2018.

HMRC is to produce a

The proportion of small businesses that expressed major

Top 10 business issues

%

% change
in 18
months

Compliance and regulation

20%

+4

Managing cashflow

20%

+2

revised business risk review,

Gender pay gap

Red tape

20%

+5

responding to submissions

The requirement for

to a recent consultation

employers of more than 250

Retaining business

25%

+1

exercise. Some 80% of

staff to submit information

Economic volatility

20%

-2

responses criticised the

on the gender pay gap has

Tax and interest rates

14%

+2

existing simple, low-risk or

led to more organisations

Employee skill gaps and shortages

11%

0

non-low-risk classification

addressing equal pay issues,

Recruitment

9%

+2

options and called for a

according to a survey by

Business rates

8%

+1

more graduated assessment,

ICSA: The Governance

suggesting instead between

Institute. It found that 32%

Bad debts

three and five risk categories

of organisations were now

and more frequent HMRC

considering more action to

reviews of ratings. HMRC

address their gender pay

will now pilot a new version,

balance, with 28% not doing

which is to be rolled out in

so and 40% unsure. Actions

the Pension Regulator’s

wilfully put members’ benefits

2019 and 2020.

being considered include

powers, with punitive fines

at risk,’ said a government

pay reviews, mentoring and

available for those whose

technical bulletin.

Call for banks quiz

reviewing how to promote

actions deliberately put

The Financial Reporting

more women. The first

scheme members’ benefits

RBS acquisition

Council (FRC) will implement

deadline for gender pay

at risk. The offence will cover

Accounting software provider

the recommendations of

reporting was 4 April.

‘wilful or grossly reckless

FreeAgent has agreed to

behaviour’ in relation to a

a purchase offer from RBS

the independent review

‘Nothing is keeping me awake’

8%

0

30%

-4

Source: Hitachi Capital Business Finance

of sanctions undertaken

New pension offence

defined benefit scheme.

Group subsidiary, RBS BidCo.

last year, including the

The government is to

Employers will also be

FreeAgent founder and CEO

introduction of a fine of

introduce legislation that will

required to take ‘appropriate

Ed Molyneux said: ‘As part of

£10m or more for ‘seriously

make ‘reckless behaviour’

regard’ to defined benefit

a larger organisation we want

poor work’ by a Big Four

with regard to pension

schemes in any corporate

to accelerate our growth

firm and greater use of

schemes a criminal offence.

transaction. ‘These proposals

ambitions in the micro-

non-financial penalties, as

A white paper published by

are only intended to be

business and accountancy

well as the possibility of

the Department for Work and

applied to the minority of

practice space, as well as

10-year bans for individuals.

Pensions proposes to extend

employers whose actions

significantly improve our core
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foundational tools and

expressed concern at the

talents of technology-

‘lack of integrity’ in parts of

enabled Internal Audit

the financial services sector.

reveals that more advanced
internal audit functions are

Saudi Aramco MoU

creating departments with

Saudi Aramco signed

a cohesive technology and

memorandums of

talent strategy. Andrew

understanding (MoU) with

McPherson, PwC global

several British companies

governance risk compliance

during the visit to London of

and internal audit leader,

Crown Prince Mohammed

said: ‘Internal auditors are

bin Salman. MoU partners

now expected to have a view

include Royal Dutch Shell

on new technologies and to

and the Royal Institute of

be able to provide valuable

International Affairs. The

There were 437 new billionaires last year, with China producing

advice on how to embrace

signings of the agreements

four billionaires a day. According to the Hurun Global Rich List

innovation while considering

make it more likely that

2018, there were 2,694 billionaires around the world at the end

how it might shift the risk

Saudi Arabia’s IPO – the

of last year. Their total wealth was up 31%, to US$10.5 trillion,

profile and impact day-to-

largest flotation in history

which is 13.2% of global GDP. Jeff Bezos (pictured) is now the

day operations.’

– will be on the London

One new billionaire every day

Stock Exchange. Saudi

richest person in the world, with a wealth valued at US$123bn.

10

The most generous billionaire is George Soros, who donated

Fraud warning

Aramco president and chief

$18bn last year, taking his lifetime giving to US$32bn.

Fintech offers new

executive Amin Nasser said:

opportunities to fraudsters,

‘The strengths of British

a senior judge has warned.

businesses and industry can

product. The lines between

Internal audit’s value

‘There is considerable

play a role in Saudi Aramco’s

banking, accounting

PwC’s annual review of

scope for fraud in the brave

business plan, including

and tax are becoming

internal audit has found

new world of fintech,’ said

in our diversification and

increasingly blurred and

that 75% of internal audit

Geoffrey Vos, chancellor of

expansion strategies

there are new opportunities

functions that use advanced

the High Court. ‘In the digital

underscored by the

for a more integrated

technology and talent

era, the manifestations

framework of Vision 2030.’

experience between banks

contribute significant value

of dishonesty will take

and accounting software

to their organisations.

a completely different

Demand rises

that we believe will benefit

The report Moving at the

form.’ He called for global

Demand for accountants

businesses.’

speed of innovation: The

regulation of blockchain and

around the English regions

Accounting and Business May 2018
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is increasing, with signs of

in speculation in complex

rising investment in response

financial products they

The cost of city living

to the government’s

may not fully understand.

Singapore is the world’s most expensive city for the fifth year

investment strategy, reports

Google will also not accept

running. The 2018 Worldwide Cost of Living Survey from The

specialist recruiter Global

adverts for contracts for

Economist Intelligence Unit found that in western Europe it is

Accounting Network. It

difference, foreign exchange

non-eurozone cities that largely remain the most expensive.

reports a 27% rise in career

products and spread-

London has fallen to 30th place, its lowest in 20 years.

opportunities outside

betting type investment

London. Adrian O’Connor,

options. Facebook

founding director of Global

blocked the advertising

Accounting Network,

of cryptocurrencies and

pointed to several headline
examples of regionalisation,

Index (New
York =100)

Rank

Rank
movement

Singapore

116

1

0

initial coin offerings earlier

Paris

112

2

5

this year.

Zurich

112

2

1

Hong Kong

111

4

-2

Oslo

107

5

6

Geneva

106

6

1

106

6

0

including Channel 4
establishing a new national

Law firm closes

headquarters away from

The Mossack Fonseca law

London; HSBC relocating

firm has closed following

City

its retail and commercial

allegations in the Panama

Seoul

headquarters to Birmingham;

Papers of involvement in

Copenhagen

105

8

1

and AstraZeneca

tax evasion. In a statement,

Tel Aviv

103

9

2

having moved its global

the firm said: ‘The

headquarters to Cambridge.

reputational deterioration,

Sydney

102

10

4

the media campaign, the

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit

Bitcoin account first

financial circus and the

Barclays Bank has entered

unusual actions by certain

into a partnership with

Panamanian authorities have

progress to date. The

reporting. EFRAG is also

Coinbase to offer the first

occasioned an irreversible

governments also called

being asked to assess

cryptocurrency bank account

damage that necessitates

on all jurisdictions to sign

the impact of new and

in the UK. Coinbase, a

the obligatory ceasing of

the multilateral Convention

revised IFRS Standards on

cryptocurrency exchange,

public operations at the

on Mutual Administrative

sustainable investments.

has received an e-money

end of the current month

Assistance in Tax Matters

licence from the Financial

[March].’ The firm said

and agreed to consider

Water woes

Conduct Authority, which

that a skeleton staff would

action against jurisdictions

Worldwide, 3.6 billion

will also give it access to

remain in place to wind-

listed as non-compliant.

people, or nearly half the

an additional 22 countries

down the business.

within the European Union.

global population, live in

EFRAG remit change

areas at risk of being water-

The European Commission

scarce for at least one month

The arrangement will

2020 digital deadline

support institutional clients’

The G20 is seeking a

is proposing to broaden

a year, according to the 2018

transactions via the Faster

consensus-based global

the remit of the European

World Water Development

Payments Scheme.

approach to digital

Financial Reporting

Report from the United

taxation by 2020. Meeting

Advisory Group (EFRAG).

Nations. It shows that global

Bitcoin ad ban

in Argentina, government

The extended role would

water use has increased by

Google is to ban the

leaders endorsed the

include the strengthening

a factor of six over the past

advertising of bitcoin, other

implementation of the

of sustainability disclosure

100 years, and is growing

cryptocurrencies and initial

Organisation for Economic

and accounting rule-

steadily at a rate of around

coin offerings from June.

Co-operation and

making, plus the evaluation

1% a year.

The ban is part of a new

Development’s base erosion

of sustainability reporting

policy aimed at reducing the

and profit-shifting (BEPS)

requirements and the

Compiled by Paul Gosling,

risk of consumers engaging

package and welcomed

prospects for digitalised

journalist

AB
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Driving force
Hyundai’s digital dealerships have changed the face of car buying in the UK,
according to ‘light touch’ director of finance, systems and HR, Ray Pope FCCA

I

Something like Bluebell, maybe, or Mabel.

2005

the past 10 years and its Elantra model is

It took you on holiday every year and you

Finance and systems director,

the second biggest worldwide seller (after

kept it until it fell apart. These days, we

Hyundai Motor UK (also

Toyota’s Corolla).

tend to refer to our cars by the model

responsible for HR and legal

or make (‘the Corolla’, ‘my Fiesta’), buy

services)

f you grew up in the 1970s or 1980s
the chances are that, if your family

i

Globally, the company is one of the

CV

fastest-growing car manufacturer in the
world; it has sold almost 40 million cars in

had a car, you gave that car a name.

of selling cars began in 2005 when the

on a finance package, and change them
every three years or so. As Ray Pope

1997

company set up its own subsidiary, Hyundai

FCCA, Hyundai UK’s director of finance,

Divisional finance director,

Motor UK. At that point it sold around

systems and HR points out: ‘The emotional

Lex Transfleet (part of RAC

35,000 cars in the UK; in 2017 it sold 93,403

attachment we had to our cars has gone.

plc)

through 164 dealerships and is the ninth
largest car company in the country. But

They’ve become a true commodity.’

1996

it is not done yet. ‘Our market share has

by the fact that visitors to the Bluewater

Finance director Midland

grown from 1% in the UK to 3.68% and our

shopping centre in Kent, or in Westfield

Region, NTL World

turnover from £300m to £1.8bn since 2005,’

This cannot be better illustrated than

says Pope. ‘Our aim is to be the biggest

in East London, can pop into the Hyundai
shop and, if they are so inclined, buy a car.

1994

Just like that. And thousands have done so;

Managing director finance,

45,000 people visited the store in Bluewater

Fedex Europe

Asian brands in the UK.’

Into the public eye

last year, and just under 2,000 people

Getting into the public’s consciousness

have bought a car there since it opened

1991

as a brand has been a fight – for years

in 2014, making it one of Hyundai’s top 10

Finance director, Fedex UK

Hyundai was seen as the refuge for elderly

dealerships in the UK for retail share.

drivers, although its average customer age

1987

has steadily fallen – but the company’s

changed the face of car buying in the UK.

Finance director, SPD

UK directors (who, says Pope, are trusted

Its staff are there purely to advise and are

Logistics

to make the necessary decisions by the

Hyundai’s digital dealerships have

not on commission – a sales model that

‘hands-off’ parent group) have been

has attracted an entirely new group of

1979

customers to Hyundai. The average age of

Dealership accountant, Lex

a customer at the stores is 39, compared

Group

prepared to take bold steps along the way.
It was the first car dealer, for example, to
offer a five-year warranty on its cars. ‘Our

with 59 for those buying a Hyundai through

models were good, but the brand wasn’t

a traditional dealer, and 58% are women

1973

widely accepted and we needed to do

(compared with about 26% in dealerships).

Trainee management

something about that,’ says Pope. Much of

‘There are no sales staff and no one pushing

accountant, Ford dealership,

the company’s growth, though, came in the

you to buy, which some people prefer,’ says

East Midlands

difficult years after the 2008 financial crash.

Pope. ‘It’s the future of car retailing, and
we’re at the forefront of it.’
It is this willingness to push the boundaries that has made

12

Hyundai cars have been available in the
UK since 1982 but the serious business

‘In 2009, when the government announced
the car scrappage scheme, the four other
UK directors and I met here in our offices that same evening to

South Korean Hyundai – the name means ‘modernity’ in

discuss how we could make the most of it. Other companies

Korean – one of the success stories of the UK car market.

took weeks to decide what to do, but we went for it on that

Accounting and Business May 2018
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‘I said yes to
Channel 4’s
Undercover Boss
series straight
away. It meant that
more people would
see our product’
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Basics

done is look at whether we can afford to do it.’
Pope calls his finance team ‘the navigator of this business.
We ask the business where it wants to go, set the KPIs [key

Over one million

performance indicators] and then tell them how it’s going and

Number of Hyundais sold in the UK since 2005

where they might end up.’

1.06%

imported from South Korea, Turkey and the Czech Republic

Percentage increase in year-on-year sales

– which means that the fall in UK sterling since the Brexit

Hyundai does not manufacture in the UK – all of its cars are

vote has had a huge impact. ‘Cash and foreign exchange

£1.8bn

management is very important. We hedge and model

UK turnover

every day, and we are constantly monitoring and managing
payments from the manufacturers and dealers.

i

Tips

‘New registrations are another daily issue for us – as a
national sales centre, our basic role in life is to register as many
cars as possible. The finance team sets our incentive packages,

*
*

‘Don’t sit in your office; get out and talk to people. That’s
the only way you’ll find out what’s really happening.’

which are worth £150m a year.’
Pope says that the attention to detail required by finance is
‘immense’: ‘Every report I send, I have to know every number

‘You have to be prepared to take tough decisions

inside out and be prepared to talk about it. I’m probably one

if you’re an FD. The worst night of my life was when

of the few FDs that sits down every week and looks at every

a company I was working for announced 4,000

balance sheet and reconciliation. I want to be sure that our

redundancies.’

numbers are solid. I want the business to focus on the real
issues – what the numbers say – rather than on our ability to

*

‘When I joined Hyundai I was struck by its values belief

measure what’s happening.’

system. The culture is to put customers before profit
when it comes to decisions. But values mean nothing

TV appearance

unless your people really believe in them.’

Pope is keen to point out that he joined Hyundai under the
transfer of employment regulations (Transfer of Undertakings
(Protection of Unemployment)) when it bought out his

day. And we were the number one in scrappage sales – we

previous employer, adding, ‘I doubt I would have got the job

sold 45,000 cars under the scheme. We’ve never looked back.’

if I had applied for it direct’. It is easy, however, to be left with

The company continues to make bold decisions. ‘The way

the impression that Hyundai landed on its feet when it took

cars are sold will change,’ says Pope. ‘We have to think about

him on. His willingness to do well even extended to taking

what the role of the dealer will be in five or 10 years’ time.’ The

part in Channel 4’s Undercover Boss series. ‘I said yes to the

shopping centre stores were the beginning of that recognition;

programme straight away. It meant that more people would

its ‘click-to-buy’ website – the first time a car manufacturer

see our product. Besides, I ended up learning a lot.’

offered customers nationwide the opportunity to buy a car –

are either qualified as accountants or actively progressing

in as little as five minutes – customers can then either go to a

through qualification) and says that while he is ‘obsessed

dealer for the handover or take delivery at home. Old cars can

with detail’ he is ‘a light touch director’. He says he is a fan

also be traded in through the website and finance packages

of an empowering style of leadership, and his likes to quote

arranged. The site had 127,000 visitors in its first month.

Chinese philosopher Lao Tsu To: ‘To lead the people you must

It is an attractively simple approach for the customer but

walk behind them’.

it is Pope’s finance team that has felt the business end of

‘I have a huge portfolio of responsibility here – finance,

most of the innovations. ‘The admin that the scrappage

systems, legal services and HR,’ says Pope. ‘I see my role as

scheme generated was unbelievable, and click-to-buy causes

giving the team the tools and responsibility to do what they

nightmares in terms of processing invoices,’ he says. But this

need to do, and giving them the room to make mistakes if

also means that the finance team is at the heart of decision-

necessary, because that’s how people learn.’

making. ‘With all of our innovations, the first thing we have

14

He speaks glowingly of his finance team of 22 (16 of whom

was the next step. Cash sales can be made through the website

Pope is keen that none of his finance team makes the
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mistakes he did early in his career.

to make the same mistake. We make

He left school at 17 after the death

sure they have time off to study, and

of his father: ‘I walked into the job

the support they need.’

centre and said I needed to work. I
said I was good at maths and could
talk to people, so they showed me
a picture of a load of people in suits
sitting around a table and suggested
accountancy. I always wanted a suit,
so that was it.’
He was advised to look for a
business that would train him as an
accountant, so he joined a local Ford

‘There are no
sales staff and no
one pushing you to
buy. It’s the future
of car retailing,
and we are at the
forefront of it’

Brexit uncertainty aside – although
the company has put on hold
plans to build a new head office
and training centre – Hyundai will
continue with its expansion plans. A
new state-of-the art showroom and
dealership is being built alongside
the M4 in west London, along with
a new dealership in north London.
Thirty new products are planned
for the next two years, focusing

dealership and began his ACCA

on hybrids, electric and fuel cell

training. ‘My big mistake, though,
was that I was tempted to give up day-release studying when

vehicles. Hyundai has a plan and, as Pope points out, that

I was offered a bigger job, which meant that I didn’t pass my

means something: ‘We have a very target-driven culture here –

finals.’ It took two more attempts. ‘I cried tears of joy and relief

if you’re given a target, the expectation is that you’ll beat it.’

AB

when I got that envelope, and the opportunities immediately
opened up for me. That’s why I don’t want anyone on my team

Liz Fisher, journalist
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The view from
Des Swan FCCA, partner, Thornton & Partners, on how
the firm is adapting to changing business demands

40%

Thornton & Partners is

management functions. The

a firm of loss adjusters

demands of the business

involved in the

have changed, and we’ve

of global audits in 2017 failed to satisfy

investigation, evaluation

responded by flattening

audit standards requirements.

and settlement of insurance

down the organisation and

Source: International Forum of

claims. While the bulk of

streamlining our processes.

Independent Audit Regulators

our business relates to
property, I specialise in the

My long-term goal is

investigation of financial loss claims.

to grow our overall business in

Deloitte’s Europol head

These include business interruption

Ireland. Like many firms post-2008,

Deloitte has appointed the executive

claims, fraud, products liability,

there was a significant downturn in

director of Europol, Rob Wainwright,

professional indemnity and stock losses.

our business, resulting in us having

as senior partner in its European

I also do some forensic accounting work

to realign resources to match falling

cybersecurity practice. He has 25

and prepare reports for court in my

claims volumes. While this proved

years of cybersecurity experience,

capacity as an expert witness.

challenging, we are now seeing the

including with the Serious Organised

benefits with a much more streamlined

Crime Agency, the National Criminal

offering to our customers.

Intelligence Service and the UK’s

We do a significant amount of work

Security Service, as well as Europol,

for UK insurers and to a lesser
extent internationally, although our

Given the work we do, we often meet

where he has been for the past nine

main customers are major insurance

people in their most vulnerable state.

years. At Europol, he managed

companies in Ireland. The biggest

Someone may have spent a lifetime

over 1,000 staff and an operational

impact on our business in recent years

building up a business and find, in

network spanning 40 countries. His

has been the additional regulation and

the blink of an eye, their factory has

recruitment is part of an additional 500

compliance around financial services

been burnt to the ground. The most

new appointments across Europe in

and the insurance industries.

rewarding part of my work is helping

Deloitte’s cybersecurity practice.

businesses get back on their feet.
In many ways, I’ve gone back to basics,
as I was previously more involved in

The most
rewarding part
of my job is
helping businesses
get back on
their feet

Partner pay included

Like many businesses, the biggest

Deloitte, EY, KPMG and PwC have

challenge for us in 2018 will be GDPR.

agreed to include equity partners’

Data security is of utmost importance to

remuneration when submitting statistics

our customers and consequently it is a

under the new gender pay reporting

major concern for us. Thankfully, we are

requirement. Most of the large law firms

well prepared.

have refused to do so, the Financial
Times reports, despite criticisms from

The most important business lesson

some plcs. Gender pay reporting

I have learned is to listen to other

requirements, which came into effect

viewpoints. Quite often, we are

on 4 April, do not include dividends on

inclined to believe that we are right

equity. A survey by governance institute

or know the best course of action.

ICSA has found that 32% of entities are

However, you can learn a lot from your

considering more action to address

colleagues, your customers and even

gender pay imbalance.

your competitors.

AB
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Deep-dive data
The investment community is starting to gorge on richer sources of technologygenerated data to inform its decision-making, as Hilary Eastman explains
If you ask a fund manager or a research

CPD

Investor insight
See professional investor John Kattar’s
video on different investment styles,
at bit.ly/AB-Kattar3

analyst at an investment firm about

– after all, the use of computers in

what information they use to make or

investment analysis is not new. But there

advise on investment decisions, you

are three changes coming together

might get an answer that will surprise

that were not there before: more data

you. What used to be a conversation

is being generated, more processing

there will be no need in the future

primarily about their analysis of audited

power is available, and there is more

for audited financial statements. But

financial statements now often turns

data storage capacity. Those factors,

some do go as far as to say that if other

into one about artificial intelligence

combined with the power the internet

metrics become reliable indicators of

and ‘alternative data’ (non-financial

brings, are changing how people are

performance, they will shift toward using

corporate information created outside

able to make decisions. That includes

that information instead. And there are

a company, and not reported by that

decisions by companies (eg about

some who say the volume of data they

company).

operational efficiencies and optimal

use is so large that the reliability of each

pricing levels), and by shareholders and

data point is not an issue – as long as

with the internet and social media as

other stakeholders (eg about whether

enough of it is right overall.

channels for distributing it, means that

they want to invest in, buy from, partner

the investment world is changing – and

with or work for that company).

The proliferation of data, combined

quickly. And in their attempt to gain

Of course, there is the question of

The key, then, seems to be making
sure that the material (or most relevant)
data points are reliable, or at least that

an advantage over their peers (and the

how much the investor can trust the data

none of them is so unreliable that it

market), investors are eating it up.

being generated and the algorithms

messes up the model and the results.

processing it. Whenever there is new

Also, investors who are using big data

of technology from two perspectives.

information, there is a new need for trust

find the accounting data useful for

First, they want to know how they can

in that information.

corroborating their model’s results

Investors are looking at the impact

assess whether a company’s business

The issue of trust becomes particularly

to fine-tune their algorithms. Even a

model will be disrupted, and how and

important as the audited financial

company’s boilerplate disclosures can

when that might happen. Second, they

statements become a relatively smaller

be useful if an analyst uses natural

are looking at how they can improve

component of the investment decision.

language processing to ‘read’ them to

their investment analysis by using these

So far, most people hesitate to predict

see if something has changed or if they

new forms of data – particularly if that is

differ to any great degree from other

something their peers are already doing.

companies’ disclosures.

This isn’t happening just with the
quants (investment funds that select
stocks using quantitative analysis) and
hedge funds; mainstream investors are
starting to use the growing sources
and types of data to inform their
decision-making, gain insights into
the fundamentals of the business, and
understand market and economic
trends. They can also triangulate
relationships between the data to
discover the story the data is telling.

18

Many wonder what the fuss is about

Investors are
letting algorithms
do the heavy lifting
so they can make
decisions about
the data without
having to sift it all
to make sense of it

Multiple sources
There are many examples of how
investors and others are using alternative
data, such as satellite images of
shopping mall car parks. And the
sources of such data are growing –
there is geolocation data from mobile
phone apps, sensor data from shipping
containers, and weather pattern data,
to name a few. What’s notable is that
investors are not using this data to
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predict a company’s sales or profits,

they can make decisions about the data

to analyse it. At some point those tracks

but to try to see whether the data tells

without having to sift through it all to

should converge, but it takes a lot to

them something different from what the

make sense of it. Companies therefore

change the regulated reporting model,

market is predicting the company will

need to think about what data is out

and radical changes are unlikely –

report, and to inform their knowledge

there about them, their relationship with

until we reach the point that it is

of whether something is going on in the

third parties, how information about

inevitable.

business that may mean the investor

them will be consumed and used, and

should sell or buy more shares.

what conclusions people – or computers

change is coming – although it is hard to

– might draw from that.

say just yet what our corporate reporting

For this type of data analysis to work,
though, the key is the linkage between

We seem to be in a twin-track phase.

Clearly, something is happening and

model will look like in the future or how
quickly we’ll get there.

what the data is saying and how stock

Some people are working to improve

prices are derived. Not only are data

the reporting model, with changes

and algorithms useful for those wanting

to financial reporting standards, new

Hilary Eastman, head of global investor

to find profitable trading patterns, but

non-financial reporting standards, etc.

engagement, PwC

they can help other types of investor

Others are working to find ways not

understand the business’s fundamentals

only to make more informed and better

better – and expectations about those

decisions using corporate reporting

fundamentals. Such investors are letting

data, but also to supplement it with

the algorithm do the heavy lifting so

other data and to use technology

AB

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Transaction revolution
The assurance of supply chains is set to be transformed with the rollout of distributed
ledger technology. Here’s how blockchain can really add value – but beware the risks
Not counting chickens before they

across China. The chickens are fitted

blockchain technology to trace the

hatch is set to take on a whole new

with tracking devices on their legs,

production of its free-range chickens,

meaning after it was recently revealed

which allows data to be logged using a

one million of which are sold every year.

that a Chinese insurance company is

blockchain ledger. Customers are then

Through a QR (quick response) code,

now able to follow poultry from the

able to use a smartphone app to read

consumers will be able to find out where

egg to the wok through blockchain

about the provenance of the food in

and how each animal was reared, the

technology. The move, launched by

their supermarket.

name of the farmer, what feed was used,

Hong Kong-listed ZhongAn Online

what treatments such as antibiotics were

Property and Casualty Insurance, will

example of how blockchain technology

used, and even where the birds were

help tackle food safety problems that

is being used to create greater

slaughtered. ‘This is a first in Europe and

have dogged China in recent years.

efficiencies and assurances over what are

will provide consumers with guaranteed

becoming increasingly complex supply

transparency as far as the traceability

blockchain is shaking up supply chain

chains between producers, suppliers and

of our products is concerned,’ says

management, the ‘insurtech’ company

their customers (see also page 36).

Laurent Vallée, Carrefour’s head of

In the latest demonstration of how

claims it can use tracking devices and

20

This is just one small but important

Carrefour, the French supermarket

quality and food safety.

facial recognition technology to follow

giant, recently announced a similar

the movement of free-range chickens

move to ZhongAn. As part of its

from the Wild West-world of

from hatching to despatching on farms

‘2022 transformation plan’, it will use

cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin may be

It is a revolution that is far removed
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Other food retailers, such as Waitrose
and Sainsbury’s in the UK and Walmart

Chain gain and pain

in the US, have also confirmed they are

The key benefits and challenges in using

testing blockchain applications. Their

distributed ledger technology in supply

focus is on food safety and traceability,

chain management.

but there are endless other applications.
‘Companies all need varying subsets
of the full universe of information that
is involved in the supply chain and

Primary benefits

*

they all need to be able to see it at
different points in time,’ says Narayanan
Vaidyanathan, head of business
insights at ACCA. ‘But they all need
encrypted access to that information

What they also need is assurance over

supply chain to ensure corporate
standards are met

*

Lower losses from counterfeit/grey

*

Improved visibility and compliance

and permission to access it so that not
everyone can see everything.’

Increased traceability of material

market trading
over outsourced contract
manufacturing

*

Reduced paperwork and
administrative costs.

the whole system, which arguably sets
blockchain supply chain management

Secondary benefits

apart from its cryptocurrency

*

blockchain cousins. ‘You need to have
interoperability and a hybrid governance
model,’ explains Vaidyanathan. ‘I don’t
grabbing all the headlines, but many

believe a pure bitcoin-style system

believe the real value of blockchain, or

of self-governance would work in the

distributed ledger technology, as some

enterprise world. I don’t believe you

prefer to call it, will be seen through

can leave it to the network to carry out

the creation of networks that can give

decentralised validation.’

assurance over the validity of millions of
transactions around the world.

And this is where professional

Strengthened corporate reputation
by providing transparency of
materials used in products

*

Improved credibility and public trust

*

Reduced potential public relations

*

Engaged stakeholders.

of data shared
risk from supply chain malpractice

Current limitations and potential risks

accountants have a role to play. ‘The
skillset of value protection is something

*

Integration concerns – blockchain
requires significant changes to,

Transforming industries

that is integral to the profession – the

or the complete replacement of,

‘The important point about blocks,

core skills of managing and controlling

existing systems

the individual packets of data, is that

risk, governance and being able to

they can be automated, and that is

assess everything that is happening

where blockchain will start to transform

with transactions and where the risk

the steps of the supply chain and

whole industries,’ argues Steven Cox,

points exist,’ says Vaidyanathan. These

all products will have to be tagged

chief technology ‘evangelist’ at IRIS,

are skills that fit with the dynamic

digitally

the accountancy software supplier.

blockchain process.

*

*

Linking digital to physical – to
ensure the flow of information, all

Control, security and privacy –

‘When one block is added to the

And as Cox says: ‘Accountants

chain, it can set off a reaction that

shouldn’t be scared of blockchain

concerns that need to be addressed

puts other processes in motion. When

cancelling out their livelihoods, because

before the general public will trust

someone places an order, the block

it will make their lives a lot easier and

blockchain solutions

of data goes through to the supplier,

free them up to evolve into the digital

which will be checked through to

adviser and business coach for their

logistics to make sure the order is in

clients. It is going to change what they

stock and which shipping routes are

do, but change it for the better.’

available. There will be no need for
manual intervention.’

*

there are still cybersecurity breach

Cultural adoption – a shift to
decentralised networks will require
buy-in from users.

AB

Source: Deloitte
Philip Smith, journalist
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Revolutionary changes in technology

with the client and develop a more

opportunities for a new workstreams.

have reached the shores of the

relevant USP for attracting new

Some clients will embrace the idea

accountancy profession. The question

clients in the future. They will have

of a digital relationship with their

is whether this is a wave or a tsunami.

to turn data into actionable, value-

accountant; others will wish to maintain

added advice.

the status quo and continue to expect

The general move towards
digitalisation is being pushed by

Historically, accountants have been

the same level of contact and personal

regulatory requirements, which

responsible for compliance, accuracy

service. However, the regulatory push

means that accountants need to

of data, and technical and strategic

means maintaining the status quo is

clearly identify their relationship

advice. But technology is opening up

not an option.

Ride the wave
of change
As well as transforming the way finance professionals
work, the technology revolution will reshape
relationships with clients, says Keith Underwood

22
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The most obvious part of the current

and strategic intent of management

build networks with owner-managed

wave of change centres on the

and shareholders will help accountants

businesses. An interesting approach.

government’s Making Tax Digital (MTD)

reconfigure their services to position

initiative, with its requirement that

themselves as a cohesive advisory hub.

quarterly submissions and the delivery

So how do you market these varied

Dynamic relationships
Client relationships will therefore

of data be in a consistent format that

services? Many practices are now

change dynamically at various levels

can easily be interrogated by HMRC.

actively discussing client targeting as

of the organisation, and advisers

MTD is going to iron out situations

part of business development. For

will need flexibility, a high level of IT

where clients have ‘made do’ with bad

example, in one case, a practice has

implementation skills and the ability to

information in the past.

appointed three salaried partners,

explain key benefits to clients. If half of

given them a room and support staff

clients in the SME sector are walking

If we have good or better data –
with HMRC running algorithms and

around with dashboards on their phones

interrogating quarterly delivered

or tablets, then accountants will have

information – the accountant’s role is

to become attuned to selling these

to ensure that data supplied quarterly

services to achieve ‘good data’ and be

is in a format that will not raise queries
from HMRC. For this, they need to be a
trusted and close adviser.
MTD will also impact on finance
professionals’ relationships with IT
software providers, becoming increasing
reliant and brand loyal. In addition, IT
software firms increasingly offer endto-end solutions to small businesses,

The advisory side
is key if practices
are to bring in new
clients, differentiate
themselves from
the competition
and achieve growth

including interfaces with banks and

adept at discussing outcomes to clients,
perhaps on a daily or hourly basis.
Practices that take this innovative
approach will be significantly ahead of
competitors who change reluctantly.
This new environment will continue to
evolve constantly.
There is within all this change a
matrix that covers type of client, type
of service, a multispeed move to

suppliers, and links to payroll systems,

full digitalisation, pricing by service

with seamless communication and

and told them to go off and develop

and advice, and a deepening of the

updates to the client.

the practice’s fintech client base.

advisory services offered. Size, age and

They have been given 18 months.

flexibility of the client/decision-maker

New service lines

The ambition is to rapidly build a fee

will be factors. There are other overlays,

The advisory side is key if practices are

income representing 15% of the total

too, and these will similarly provide

to bring in new clients, differentiate

practice within three years. Focus is key.

opportunities and niches for the

themselves from the competition and

In a second instance, a larger firm

perceptive and receptive accountant.
The waves of change can thus be

achieve growth. They will need a diverse

reviewed its client-facing skills and

portfolio of advisory skills and services,

success, and is contemplating the

ridden. Some accountants will cut

which may include some not traditionally

recruitment of client development

through them with ease. But tsunamis

considered within the scope of an

directors from a non-accounting

can be created by delay and

accountant – eg, advising on workflows,

background. They are looking for

inflexibility.

operational issues and cyberprotection.

individuals who have broad experience

In addition, knowledge of clients’
industry and the aspirations, succession

AB

outside the profession, have built their

Keith Underwood is managing director

own networks or have the ability to

of Foulger Underwood Associates
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Back to basics
In the latest in our series of ‘all you needed to know but were too afraid to ask’
articles, we offer some simple cybersecurity tips for the smaller entity
Has your business been hacked or

A data breach is when sensitive,

information and product designs.

lost your clients’ personal data? If the

protected or confidential data is copied,

Then work out what form these threats

answer is yes, you’re far from alone.

transmitted, viewed, stolen or used by

could take – for example, theft or

an unauthorised individual. Data can be

unauthorised access of computers,

breach in 2017 was US$3.62m, according

breached by a hacker, by a computer

laptops, tablets and mobiles; an

to research from IBM and the Ponemon

virus, by accident, or deliberately by a

external attack on your IT systems or

Institute. The average cost to the

rogue employee.

website; criminals gaining access to

The global average cost of a data

hacked organisation for each lost or
stolen record containing sensitive and

Here are some top tips on where
to start to make sure you’re protected.

conﬁdential information was US$141.

information through your staff.
Next, estimate how cyberattacks
could affect your business: financial loss,

Get free advice

fines from regulators, loss of business

You don’t need a large IT budget to

due to reputational damage.

minimise cybersecurity threats. In
the UK, for example, the

Finally, try to fix gaps in your IT
security, such as by updating anti-virus

National Cyber Security

software and improving security training

Centre can show

for your staff. Review your cybersecurity

you how to improve

procedures and technology regularly.

your cybersecurity
quickly, easily and at

Back up data

low cost. It includes

The loss of data critical to the running

advice on securing

of your business can have serious

your organisation’s

consequences. This need not necessarily

internet connection,

be from a cyberattack; it could also be

protecting your IT

from hardware or software failure.

hardware and software,

documents, photos, emails, contacts

if your organisation’s

and calendars in common folders). Keep

cybersecurity

backups separate from your IT systems.

defences are strong

Consider using cloud services, which

enough. Business

store data online in a location away from

and technology

your offices/devices. You’ll also be able

groups, including

to access it quickly, from anywhere.

ACCA, also offer

Check that your data backup supplier

training and advice

has good IT security. Back up data daily.

on cybersecurity (bit.ly/

Most network or cloud storage products

ACCA-cybercourse).

can automatically back data up.

Conduct a review

Get malware protection

List everything in your

Malicious software (malware) infects

business that could be
at risk from cyberattack, such
as money, IT equipment, pricing

24

Identify data you need to back up (eg

and how to work out

legitimate software. The main defence
against it is anti-virus software. Install
and turn on anti-virus software for all
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computers and devices. Install approved

Be smart with passwords

Train your staff

anti-virus programs only.

Passwords can help prevent

Encourage staff to report all

unauthorised access to devices and

cyberattacks. Knowing that you have

networks. Apply these golden rules:

been attacked enables you to manage

*
*

Switch on password protection.

the recovery. If you’re unsure about

Use two-factor authentication for

any aspect of cybersecurity, consult an

‘important’ accounts. This requires

expert. Don’t leave it to chance.

Prevent users from downloading
unauthorised third-party apps.
Make sure you keep IT systems up
to date by applying patches from
software and hardware suppliers. Most
security software will have an option to

the user to submit another type

automatically apply a patch whenever a

of information in addition to their

Get certified

new one is released.

password. It is often an item of

ISO/IEC 27032:2012 is an international

personal information (for example,

standard for cybersecurity. It is a set

hardware that’s not supported by

the name of their first pet or the

of guidelines that cover information

suppliers because it’s too old.

make of their first car), but biometric

security, network security, internet

data (a ‘measurement’ of a person’s

security and the protection of ‘critical

your firewall (the security device that

unique physiological characteristics,

information infrastructure’. Make sure

monitors incoming and outgoing

such as a fingerprint scan) can also

your business complies with it.

traffic in your organisation’s computer

be used to verify identity.

Remember to replace software and

And ensure that you switch on

*
Businesses are
increasingly
reliant on mobile
technology. They
can be the weak
link in your
organisation’s
cybersecurity

*

Avoid using easily guessable

Take out insurance

passwords, such as family names,

First-party insurance covers your

date of birth, and things like

business’s assets. It may include:

‘pa55word’.

*

loss or damage to digital assets

*
*

business interruption

Change default passwords.

Prepare for phishers
Phishing is a type of fraud in which

cyber extortion, where third parties
threaten to damage or release data
if money is not paid.

criminals send emails claiming to be
from reputable organisations such as

Third-party insurance covers the assets

banks. Phishing fraud is becoming more

of others – typically, your customers. It

devious as well as more common.

may include:

Make sure that you do the following:

*

Configure accounts to reduce the
giving your employees the lowest

or block traffic based on a defined set of

possible level of IT privilege (the

security rules). Most operating systems

information they can access and

incorporate firewalls.

change) for them to do their job.

*

*

Educate staff to spot requests
that are unusual – for example,

security and privacy breaches, and
the investigation, defence costs and
civil damages associated with them

impact of successful attacks by

network and decides whether to allow

Protect smartphones

such as data or software programs

*

multimedia liability, to cover
investigation, defence costs and civil
damages arising from defamation
and breach of privacy

*

loss of third-party data, including
compensating customers.

Businesses are increasingly reliant

sending a large, one-off payment

on mobile technology. They can be

to a supplier, or providing their

Plan for an emergency

the weak link in your organisation’s

passwords or credit card details.

Have a plan for responding to a serious

Be aware of what to look out for.

cybersecurity attack. It should include

Although phishing emails are

verifying the extent of damage caused

can track, lock and wipe lost or

becoming more sophisticated,

by the attack and mitigating it, reporting

cybersecurity. Make sure you:

*

*
*

switch on password protection
stolen devices

there are usually still signs that

the incident to the relevant national

*

keep your mobile apps and

they are dodgy – for example,

authority, and testing your data backup

operating systems for mobile

incorrect or inappropriate email

and business continuity systems.

devices up to date

addresses and poorly structured and

don’t use unknown wifi hotspots.

worded messages.

*

AB

Nick Huber, journalist
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The IT struggle
Despite the enormous leaps forward in efficiency created by shared services centres,
the digital revolution has not led to an era of automated perfection, says Peter Williams
British Leyland was created in the

tail technology improvements to

late 1960s by bringing together a

other business areas. The reality of

bootful of car marques. The idea was

corporate life – acquisitions, disposals,

to create a world-beating automotive

reorganisations, the 21st-century finance

brand. The wheels came off less than

system – is doing well to hang on. The

a decade later. Putting together

best financial controllers and FDs can

processes that were poor, or worse, did

hope for is that no icebergs are hit while

not create a world-class manufacture.

they are on the bridge.

The same is true of enterprise

Mostly, of course, these problems

accounting systems and shared

are shared only by the internal finance

services centres (SSC), which are now

and system teams, audit committees

de rigueur for big corporates.

and auditors, and IT advisers.

At the heart of the SSC – indeed,

Occasionally hints of issues break

the very reason for their construction

to the surface in media headlines

– is the enterprise resource planning

about black holes in the accounts and

(ERP) system producing the numbers.

restated figures.

Merging accounting systems from

Good finance systems do exist

legacy businesses, like bringing car

among the FTSE 100 and yes, we are

companies together, is not a shoo-in.

worlds away from the rows of clerks

Putting together poor processes or

and punch-card machines of previous

worse does not create a world-class

decades, but let’s not presume digital

accounting and reporting system.

has ushered in automated perfection.

Despite all the expensive technology

The systems – clever as they are – still

and the brave talk, for most finance

struggle with complexity and the sheer

functions getting the basic processing

size of the modern global corporate.

and transactions right is a struggle;

Nor is this to criticise financial

they are far away from well run

professionals who do heroics every

exemplars of automation. Monthly

month-end and – as ACCA research

management accounts, cashflows and

shows – are enjoying successful and

project accounts are forced out of

worthwhile careers in SSCs.

systems with the digital equivalent of

But if at the end of another stressful

taking a hammer to a recalcitrant bit
of industrial kit. Finance professionals
spend their days producing reports
through clumsy workarounds or falling
back onto that indispensable tool, the
Excel spreadsheet.
This won’t improve any time soon.
Few Brownie points are handed
out, and equally rare is budget
approval for improving the financial
reporting systems, which often coat-

26

period-close you worry that your ERP

The systems –
clever as they
are – still struggle
with complexity
and the sheer size
of the modern
global corporate

and shared services are at breaking
point, fear not; you are not alone. It
speaks volumes of the make-do-andmend world of accounting systems that
the wits in this profession have renamed
these modern accounting factories
‘shed services’.

AB

Peter Williams is an accountant
and journalist
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Spread the word
Across the globe, members are acting as advocates to encourage others to take the
ACCA journey. Why not play a part, too, asks ACCA president Leo Lee
A few weeks ago, I had the honour
of attending the ACCA Regional
and Global Advocacy Awards
in Glasgow.
It was fantastic to hear from some
of our most enthusiastic, vocal
members who are truly shaping and
leading the accountancy profession
around the world. It was my pleasure
to recognise the efforts of the regional
Advocates of the Year: Quin SQ Thong
FCCA (Asia Pacific); Daniela Vasilescu
FCCA (emerging markets); Matt
Dolphin FCCA (Europe and Americas);
Nandika Buddhipala (MENASA);
and Felix Mutati MP FCCA (SubSaharan Africa). Their impact on their
communities, not to mention current
and future ACCA members, has been
widespread. You can read more about
their stories, the awards ceremony
and ACCA’s advocacy programme on
page 74.
But on a recent visit to our
membership wall online (200k.
accaglobal.com), I was struck by
how many more amazing stories of

during a period of immense change

call it our ‘ACCA advocacy hour’ – it

advocacy there are. From a member

and disruption.

would be yet another way in which

in the UK whose love for ACCA

Our growth and international reach

we, as ACCA members, can change

inspired her daughter to also attain

is allowing us to speak more often and

membership, to a member in Ghana

louder about the value that the ACCA

who uses her ACCA training to

Qualification plays in changing lives and

to the ACCA community, and a

mentor others in pursuing the same

creating the strategic business leaders

powerful voice that we share. So thank

path, there are stories of large, small

of the future. Imagine if all 200,000 of

you to all of you for the ways in which

and everyday advocacy everywhere

us who have already made the journey

you use it to do good every day, around

across our community.

to membership pledged to spend

the world.

As I have spoken about before in

the world!
It’s a powerful feeling to belong

AB

just one hour and do just one thing to

this column, I have been advocating

spread the word or to open a door or to

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but

for ACCA and the profession for 40

guide someone less experienced: the

formerly held various roles at the

years, and I have seen the positive

collective impact would be enormous.

Securities and Futures Commission of

impact that qualified, strategic finance

Indeed, in my speech at the awards,

Hong Kong and is past president of

professionals have had on Hong Kong

I suggested that perhaps we could

ACCA Hong Kong
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What’s it all about?
How cryptocurrencies work is baffling even to the most hardened City finance expert,
believes Robert Bruce. But their day will come once the fog has cleared
Funny money

There are times when you look at

Listen to Robert Bruce’s podcast
on the rise of cryptocurrencies at
accaglobal.com/ab/podcasts

current social trends and think that
the accounting world – checking,
describing, painstakingly telling you
where the money is going – is doomed
to disappear.

a 5% year-on-year fall in usage. But

This is a recurring theme. Back in my

the need for money remains. Carney

early audit days I was told by one of the

pointed out that it was the only means

sparky women in what used to be known

of satisfying a diverse range of needs

as ‘bought ledger’ that audit was over

and wants. Quoting Smith, he said:

and next year we would be redundant.

‘It is not from the benevolence of the

What she meant was that the systems

butcher, the brewer or the baker that we

were going electronic. It would all be

expect our dinner, but from their regard

foolproof and self-checking. It stands to

to their own interest.’

reason, as people used to say.

Smith would be startled by

Needless to say it was not. But there

cryptocurrencies. But he would get the

is always a suspicion at every point of

point. And this was what Carney was

change that the basics will no longer

talking about. Cryptocurrencies are poor

be needed. Money, in the world of

stores of value. Yet they probably are,

cryptocurrencies, is going the same way.

despite Carney’s doubts, something

Cash is vanishing. A touch of a card in a

close to the answer. At present it is the

café or bar is swifter and enough.

complexities that get in the way of a

A friend, recently back from Beijing,

sensible functioning currency that we

reports that there even the homeless

would all recognise.

have gone cashless. The equivalent of

Carney was sceptical of ‘the

the old call for ‘Got the price of a cup of

entire cryptocurrency ecosytem’,

tea, guv?’ is satisfied by a touch of your

which is astonishingly cumbersome.

cash card on their electronic gizmo.

Little of it seems sensible. Carney

Simplicity of electronic systems takes

looked at the whole process of the

you to places that even a few months

‘miners’ who recreate the electronic

ago would have seemed bizarre. But the

transaction ledgers to produce a unit

fundamentals remain. The 18th century
philosopher Adam Smith understood.
And as a result his portrait is on the back
of the current English £20 note.
Mark Carney, governor of the Bank
of England, pointed out Smith’s value
when he spoke about ‘The Future
of Money’ to a recent economic
conference in Edinburgh convened by
students from six Scottish universities.
On the last figures, banknotes showed

28

of cryptocurrency for you to use. ‘The

Cryptocurrencies
are poor stores
of value. Yet they
probably are,
despite Carney’s
doubts, something
close to the answer

costs of bitcoin mining are enormous,’
he said. ‘Its current annual electricity
consumption is estimated by some to
be up to 52 terawatt hours, double the
electricity consumption of Scotland.’
Carney’s overall conclusion was that
cryptocurrencies at the moment were
failing. And the fact that everything is
conducted anonymously means that
the law and the tax authorities are out
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The great 18th century Scottish
philosopher Adam Smith would have
got the point of cryptocurrencies.

Highs and lows

of the loop. Sooner or later scandals

section of City experts in many fields.

In his speech to the Scottish students,

will engulf that side of the process. But

During a break, I asked people if they

Mark Carney said: ‘Consider that if

it cuts out intermediaries like central

had a clue about what had been said. I

you had taken out a £1,000 student

banks and financial institutions. It works

found not one, including me, who had.

loan in bitcoin in last December to pay

directly between payer and payee.

But it did strike me that cryptocurrencies

your sterling living costs for next year,

Reaching that simplicity would create

were likely to be the future. It was just

you’d be short about £500 right now. If

a quasi-banking utopia. Earlier in the

that the fog has yet to clear. When it

you’d done the same last September,

year I was at an event in the City where

does it will just seem natural.

you’d be ahead by £2,000. That’s

two of the cryptocurrency experts of

quite a lottery.’

our time gave an overview of what was

Robert Bruce is an accountancy

happening. The audience was a cross-

commentator and journalist

AB
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Living by numbers
Professional accountancy is not for wimps. Drawing on her many years
of experience, Alison Thomas offers some light-hearted advice

Q
A

Will artificial intelligence take
over my job?
I grew up in a remarkable
period of history. The digital age

collided with the space age to create

Q
A

Do you think the new insurance
standard works?
In all honesty, I don’t know.
Conceptually, I understand

what the International Accounting

an explosive cocktail of hopes and fears

Standards Board (IASB) is trying to do.

about a world of unbounded scientific

But in practice, will IFRS 17, Insurance

progress. At school, we learnt that

Contracts, deliver the information

automation was inevitable and that

investors need?

limitless leisure time would define our
lives. I’m still waiting.
Don’t get me wrong. I’m the last
to underplay the significance of the

I am cautiously optimistic but I don’t
think we’ll know for certain until we
have a pile of reports in front of us.
What I can say, however, is that in

enormous changes that technology has

See organisation psychologist
Dr Rob Yeung’s video on the best way
to achieve your career and life goals
at bit.ly/Y-change

Q

My son tells me that English
literature and history courses at

universities are increasingly coming with
‘trigger warnings’. How long will it be
until accounting goes the same way?

A

For those who have not
encountered the term, trigger

warnings are a bit like the ‘viewer

brought to our lives. But despite media

discretion advised’ notices at the start

hype about artificial intelligence (AI), in

of movies – only applied to works of

reality I suspect we’ve a way to go until
we can put our feet up and let Robbie
the Robot get on with things.
Still, no one can deny that the working
day is changing. And the accountant is
far from immune from this trend. ACCA
has published in-depth research that
examines the future of accountancy,
Professional accountants – the future.
A recurring theme is that the finance

literature, accounts of historical events,

In reality I suspect
we’ve got a way
to go until we
can put our feet
up and let Robbie
the robot get on
with things

function is going digital.

and so on. As with many such initiatives,
the original intent was worthy – to
protect people who have suffered from
assault or other bad experiences from
being blind-sided by content that could
trigger a traumatic memory.
But, as so often happens, things have
got a little out of hand, with many of
the great classics now deemed to be
potentially dangerous to the reader.

But this is far from all doom and

30

Where am I going?

The Great Gatsby, Adventures of

gloom. When I started working, I spent

the absence of a unifying standard,

Huckleberry Finn and Shakespeare,

hours each day typing numbers into

the global insurance industry is basically

among others, are considered so

spreadsheets or doing calculations on

a no-go area for vast swathes of

distressing that students in some

scraps of paper. Thankfully much of

investors. There are simply not enough

colleges are allowed to skip classes

that donkey work has gone. And long

hours in the day for a time-pressed

that include such works.

may that trend continue. As ACCA’s

international portfolio manager to wade

report, Race for relevance: technology

through the rules that govern each

accounting? If it allows students to miss

opportunities for the finance function.

territory’s reporting.

classes, then I suspect its just matter of

Will trigger warnings spread to

says (see page 64): ‘Change will also

So for the sake of happy capital

open up new opportunities for those

markets, I hope that, as the time to

one’s tangible assets or, heaven forbid,

who wish to take them, as finance is able

implement the insurance standard

one’s bottom line, could easily leave

to move up the value chain.’ That may

approaches, all involved will have a

poor Johnny scarred for life.

not mean limitless leisure time, but it

good huddle to make the disclosures as

doesn’t sound all that bad to me.

useful as they can be.

time. And lets face it, a discussion of

AB

Alison Thomas is a consultant
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Squaring the circle
Insurers now have an accounting standard that should address the 20%-30% valuation
discount they have had to suffer compared with other entities, says Jane Fuller
Insurance accounting has a tendency to

profit adjustments that are, at best,

divide people into bunkers. Occupants

exasperating and, at worst, raise

of the first bunker regard the industry

suspicion of earnings manipulation.
So the case for just getting on with

as special, which means its constituents
cannot be seen as normal companies.

implementing IFRS 17 is strong. That

Those in the second will not invest in

is the position taken by some insurers,

insurance companies because their

such as the German giant Allianz.
It is true that the standard, due to

accounts are too difficult to understand.
For 20 years, the International

come into force in 2021, will be costly

Accounting Standards Board (IASB)

to implement. This is not only because

and its predecessors have worked to

of some fundamental changes to

square this circle by trying to devise

financial presentation, but also because

a consistent way of accounting for

of variation in the way insurance group

insurers, drawing on established

subsidiaries are accounted for and

principles such as measurement of

consolidated. If I were a non-executive

assets and liabilities at current values,

director, I would be quite keen on this

and recognising revenue and profits

internal harmonisation to facilitate

over the life of a contract.

the job of scrutinising management

The standard, IFRS 17, Insurance

performance and risk management.

Contracts, was published last year and is

It is also true that the time and

now going through the EU endorsement

money to be spent on the standard

process, and the IASB is developing

follow another big EU regulatory

transition guidance. This follows two

exercise, Solvency II. No wonder the

exposure drafts and 900 meetings

European Financial Reporting Advisory

with users and preparers of accounts,

Group, which is working on the EU’s

auditors, regulators and so on.

endorsement of IFRS 17, is conducting

It is genuinely difficult to standardise

case studies with some big insurers that

an approach to an industry whose raw

will shed light on the costs.

material is uncertainty (especially in life

But whatever they are, the benefits will

insurance and other long-term risks)

include, at long last, an opportunity to

and whose operations are embedded

reduce the 20%-30% valuation discount

in national tax and consumer protection
regimes. So the complaints go on,
including ones from a few captains of
the UK industry trying to enlist political
interference pegged to Brexit.
However, the results of a patchwork
accounting regime are obvious to
anyone from outside the industry.
Results announcements not only
play down the skimpy IFRS 4 interim
rules, but bristle with jargon and

that European insurers have suffered

It is genuinely
difficult to
standardise an
approach to an
industry whose
raw material is
uncertainty

compared with other quoted companies
since the turn of the millennium. And
surely it would be a regressive step for
the industry to stay in a sectoral, and
potentially national, bunker.

AB

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA
UK and serves on the Audit and
Assurance Council of the Financial
Reporting Council
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Destination UK
TMF Group, in association with ACCA, looks at the big issues for businesses setting
up or expanding in the UK. What are the tax and accounting considerations?

T

he UK, as the government emphasises repeatedly,

regulation, navigating the requirements of a new market

is open for business – and it is a magnet for

can be a huge challenge. The UK is in many respects easier

foreign investment, with ever growing numbers of

than most. According to TMF Group’s Financial Complexity

projects under way.
The UK has many attractive qualities: an open market with

Index for 2018 (see box), it is one of the most straightforward
jurisdictions of the 94 covered in which to set up and operate.

good access to neighbouring regions, a healthy supply of

With first place in the index’s ranking going to the jurisdiction

skilled labour, attractive business tax rates (corporation tax,

that imposes most accounting and tax complexity, and 94th

currently 19%, is due to fall to 17% in 2020), generous R&D

to the one with least complexity, the UK is in a good position

incentives and a business-friendly but robust regulatory

at 72nd place. Within the 50 jurisdictions that make up the

framework. ‘There are also clear cultural advantages to doing

European, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region, the UK is

business in the UK,’ says Sue Lawrence, UK managing director

ranked the 10th easiest in terms of complexity.

of TMF Group, which helps companies of all sizes comply with

Generally, the UK tax environment for business is attractive

national and international rules and regulations. ‘Our clients

although Chas Roy-Chowdhury, ACCA’s head of tax, warns

like the fact that it’s cosmopolitan and entrepreneurial. Many

that some recent measures intended to address tax evasion –

countries are playing catch-up with the UK on that score.’

such as plans to consider options for addressing the UK’s high

All of this makes the UK an attractive base for inbound
businesses, but for anyone unfamiliar with local culture and

VAT registration threshold, announced in the spring Budget
statement – could add to complexity for businesses in the
UK. ‘Reducing the VAT registration threshold from the current

It’s complicated

£85,000 to somewhere nearer the EU average of £26,000
meets a cash-driven agenda but not a simplification one,’ he

TMF Group’s Financial Complexity Index (FCI) looks at the

says. ‘Increasing the VAT threshold would make life easier for a

complexities of maintaining tax and accounting compliance

lot of businesses.’

across 94 jurisdictions worldwide. The index is based on a

Similarly, the debate over taxation in a digital marketplace

survey of 74 detailed questions completed by TMF Group’s

could also make life more complicated for businesses in the

accounting and tax experts in each jurisdiction, scored and

UK. ‘The EU is looking at the VAT model for digital platforms

grouped into weighted complexity parameters (the core

such as the Amazon Marketplace, and one option is to make

parameters are compliance, tax, reporting and bookkeeping).

the platform owner responsible for making sure that its users

The analysis considers in particular the accounting and

pay the right amount of VAT,’ says Roy-Chowdhury. ‘That may

tax rules in each jurisdiction, how relevant regulations are

not be impossible for the very big digital companies but it

incorporated into a business, and the risks of non-compliance.

would be a significant barrier for SMEs in a similar business.’

TMF Group’s experts were also asked to rank six complexity
issues facing an international company when setting up in their

Brexit factor

local market. Globally, the top three were deemed to be:

And, of course, there is the most obvious challenge ahead:

*

Regulation: The rate of change in each jurisdiction

Brexit. Roy-Chowdhury points out that there is little advantage

requiring increasing effort to meet the demands of

in disaligning the UK’s regulatory and tax regime from the

legislative changes.

EU’s, and at the moment ’everything points towards the UK’s

*

Knowledge: The need to build a local knowledge base to

desire not to change very much’. Even so, the next two years

avoid the risk of non-compliance across all areas of finance.

or so are the great unknown – and that is affecting business

*

Technology: The increased use of technology by local

confidence. ACCA’s latest Global Economic Conditions

authorities to deliver operational transparency.

Survey shows that while economic confidence in the UK has

See the 2018 FCI at tmf-group.com/FCI2018.

rebounded since the financial crisis, it remains low by historical
standards and is inhibited by a number of factors, Brexit in
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particular. But, as the report also
points out, businesses have to get
on with life in the meantime.
According to TMF Group, setting
up business in the UK takes an
average of 13 days, but there are
potential pitfalls. ‘Opening a UK
bank account can be a challenge and
can easily take between three and six
months,’ says Lawrence.
‘One of the most important points
is that it’s essential for companies to
do things in the right order,’ adds

and that it’s correct first time, will

The UK is an
attractive base
for inbound
businesses, but for
anyone unfamiliar
with local culture
and regulation,
navigating these can
be a huge challenge

Paula Cosier, director of corporate

make the process much easier.
‘It’s not just about the initial work
of setting up a business,’ she adds.
‘Once you’re up and running there
are a lot of different deadlines,
from tax payments to pension
auto-enrolment to gender pay gap
reporting for larger companies that
have to be met.
‘HMRC is very willing to fine
businesses that pay or file late. It’s
important to get all your ducks in a
row from day one as the cost if you

accounting at TMF Group. ‘If you

get something wrong – in terms of

have a UK bank account in place, for example, that will make

potential fines but also in terms of the effort and resources

VAT registration a lot smoother. We’re also finding that HMRC

needed to correct it – can be huge.’

AB

is asking for more information about new businesses than
before – making sure that you provide everything it asks for,

Liz Fisher, journalist

Content sponsored by TMF Group, which offers in-country expertise and knowledge to help
businesses expand within and beyond their home markets. tmf-group.com
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Wired for progress
The immediate operational benefits internet-of-things (IoT) technologies can confer
on organisations help explain how it has been adopted and managed internally so far

Main current uses for IoT

Who runs the project?

Some fields have seen far greater adoption of the internet

Don’t assume that IoT projects are run by IT departments.

of things (connected devices) than others. Areas that lead

While more are run by operations departments than any

the way are those that need to monitor and maintain large

other team, there is a significant split across different teams.

numbers of individual elements – an area to which IoT
technology lends itself well. According to The State of

Operations

Enterprise IoT by technology magazine Verdict Emerge,

IT office or CIO

equipment and process management is leading the way.

CEO/board of directors

Equipment process and management
Building management

Facilities

Fleet management and telematics

Client services

Infotainment systems

Sales and marketing

Smart payment systems

Finance

Smart city

Legal
Other

Healthcare
Smart metering
People and animal tracking

Time required for return on investment

Other

on investment. Just over half require a maximum of a year

Companies that commit funds to IoT expect a rapid return
before IoT infrastructure yields a positive return, while
almost 10% demand a positive return from the outset.

Key challenges
IoT projects are not without their challenges. Of the
difficulties that companies need to overcome in the
implementation of IoT technologies, security remains the
leading concern, with proving value a close second.
Resolving
Proving
security concerns the value

Justifying overall
cost and ROI

Addressing
privacy concerns

Immediately

Six to
12 months

One to
two years

Longer than
two years

More information
Building the necessary
expertise to manage
and benefit

Assembling the
necessary technology

Coordination
challenges

Read Verdict Emerge’s The State of Enterprise IoT
at bit.ly/IOT-verdict-e
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The blockchain buzz
Don’t know where to start? Peter McBurney explains what blockchain is, how it is
evolving, and why accountants are well placed to exploit its corporate consequences

T

here is a great deal of buzz about blockchains and
distributed ledgers at present. This is the second
time I have seen such excitement about a new

technology. The first was in the mid-1990s with the rise of
the worldwide web, and the reasons for the excitement
now are similar to those back then: many people can see
potential applications and benefits even if they do not yet
see how they will be realised.
So how best to explain blockchain? I like to compare it
with the web. The internet has made it easy to share or
disseminate information. Imagine it as a vast skyscraper
made up of an infinite number of classrooms, each with
a whiteboard at the front. Anyone can wander into any
empty room and start writing on

CPD

the whiteboard; doing so is like
creating a website. We can also
wander into any room and read

The experience
of technology
not being quite
adequate to the
application is
typical of new
technologies

what is written there.
The basic idea of distributed
ledgers is similar, but imagine
that in this case each room has a
second whiteboard on the side,
a ‘scratchboard’. Before being
allowed to write on the main
board, you need to write your draft
text on the scratchboard and get
approval from the people sitting
in the room. Approval can be
obtained via any group-decision

method – for example, a majority vote. Also, once you
have sent something to the main board, this text cannot be
deleted without prior approval from the people in the room.
Gaining approval for what is to be written on the main
board has an important consequence: everyone has seen
what is going on the main board before it appears there, and
everyone knows they have all seen it, and everyone knows
that everyone knows this – and so on, ad infinitum. Game
theorists call this situation ‘common knowledge’. It stops any
participant later claiming they did not see the information in
question. In other words, the shared information cannot later
be repudiated, or at least not plausibly.
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As with many computer technologies, practice

The bitcoin blockchain has some features

comes well before theory. Charles Babbage and

that are specific to the bitcoin application, such

Thomas Fowler, for instance, built their calculating

as aggregating transactions into blocks, and chaining

machines a century before Alan Turing proposed a theory

these blocks together in sequence. As we are now

of computing. In the case of the distributed ledger, the

realising, though, these features are not needed for other

first widely known example was the blockchain technology

applications. However, because we still don’t know the full

developed in late 2008 to run bitcoin, the first truly

potential of the technology, we do not have a good sense

decentralised electronic currency.

of the overall conceptual space of these distributed ledger
technologies (DLTs).
If we have many computers agreeing on the values of some
shared information, an obvious next step is to run computer
programs over these shared values. Such programs running
over a distributed ledger have come to be called ‘smart
contracts’ (although the terminology predates blockchains).

CPD

Broader applications
Following the launch of bitcoin, the first organisations
to see the potential of distributed ledgers for other
applications were banks and financial institutions,
about four years ago. Their interest was initially
for monetary transfers, but people soon
realised the technology would also work
for transfers of any assets that can be
digitally represented. Everledger, for
example, is a startup that places indelible
information about individual diamonds
onto a blockchain to record ownership and
changes of ownership of each diamond.
As understanding grew, people realised
that the technology would work not only
for asset transfers but also for recording
any information where a permanent or
semi-permanent record was needed.
The next sector to become interested
was insurance, starting around two years
ago, and more recently companies in the
energy and transport sectors.
Most global companies have grown by
acquisition. This usually means they have inherited
disparate IT systems, and getting these systems to interact
with one another can be challenging. A distributed ledger
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can act as a shared blackboard between different IT systems,

workflows, such as the management of energy trading

contract can then automatically aggregate the written data.

contracts, is that access rights to different data items need

A recent proof-of-concept project that I undertook for a

to be granted to different organisations, possibly for limited

global bank executed internal foreign currency transactions

periods. An oil company with a trading contract to supply a

between the national offices of the bank via a blockchain,

designated volume of oil to a designated place on a future

as an alternative to executing these transfers through the

date, for instance, may need to inform its nominated shipping

Swift network. The benefits of the blockchain model were

company of the date, place and volume, but perhaps not

a reduction in the total cost of transfers and a significant

the oil quality or the purchase price. None of the major

reduction in the need for data reconciliation.

permissioned platforms currently seem able to handle this

Reconciliation of data held in different databases is a
major cost for many multicompany workflows. Consortia are

requirement easily.
This experience of technology not being quite adequate

being formed in transport and energy, for instance, to look at

to the application is typical of new technologies. DLTs are

blockchain technologies for data sharing. For example, when

immature, and so too are the development tools needed by

a contract is signed for the delivery of some commodity – say,

programmers. We are still at an early stage of deployment of

oil – to some place on some future date, each party to the

these technologies and do not yet have a good understanding

contract will enter all the relevant

of which specific features are best for

data separately in its own database.

which types of application. It may be,

To fulfil the contract, they may

as some sceptics argue, that a DLT is

then need to instruct downstream
partners – for example, a shipping
company to collect the oil, inspectors

CPD

A requirement for many applications involving complex

which the various systems can each write to, and a smart

to verify its quality, etc – and these
partner companies also then enter
the relevant details into their
databases. All these episodes of data
entry provide possibilities for error,
so large companies employ people
to reconcile data in intercompany

not the most appropriate technology

The adoption of
distributed ledgers
for multicompany
workflows will lead
to another wave of
business process
engineering
projects

for some applications. This needs to
be decided case by case.
Much of the buzz around
blockchain arises from its
ramifications. The creation of an
online presence by ‘bricks-andmortar’ companies in the mid-1990s
resulted in companies redesigning
their internal business processes,

workflows. Distributed ledger

and there followed a decade of

technology opens up the possibility

business process engineering
(BPE) and re-engineering (BPR)

that shared data need be entered
only once, and validated at the time of entry.

projects. The adoption of distributed ledger technologies for
multicompany workflows will, I expect, lead to another wave of

Permission to access
A key challenge for commercial applications is that data

BPE/BPR projects.
The companies best placed to take advantage of this new

should only be shared with others with a need and authority

wave are accountancy and management consulting firms. Now

to see it. The bitcoin blockchain is an open system that

that law firms have been freed to enter other lines of business,

anyone may join or leave at any time, and is therefore a

we may also see them enter this market, especially to ensure

‘permissionless platform’, since no permission is needed

compliance with data privacy regulations. Expect the future to

to use it. This openness is a strength in a system designed

be very exciting.

AB

as an electronic currency without a central controller, since
every transaction is witnessed by the entire user community.

Peter McBurney is professor of computer science at King’s

Ethereum, another blockchain platform originally intended for

College London and a member of the academic advisory

smart contract applications, is also permissionless.

council of the UK Financial Conduct Authority

In contrast, most commercial applications under
development are intended as ‘permissioned’ or closed
systems, which means that only authorised users may
participate in the system.
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More information
Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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ICOs take off
As initial coin offerings rapidly gain traction
as a way of raising capital, their regulatory
future remains uncertain

company called SingularityNET
raised US$36m from investors

in under 60 seconds. The company,

extensions in return for a share of
ownership in mastercoin. More than
500 developers sent bitcoins – worth
around US$500,000 at the time – to

which enables artificial intelligence

a dedicated bitcoin address, and

(AI) as a service (with the intention

received 100 times the number of

of creating a decentralised
marketplace for AI) holds the record for the fastest capitalraising exercise ever. But this wasn’t an initial public offering;

mastercoin (which are still traded
today under the name omni) in exchange for each.
More recently, though, the scope of offering has broadened

it was an initial coin offering, or ICO; SingularityNET’s

considerably. The popularity of ICOs really took off in the

investors paid in cryptocurrency and received ‘coins’ (also

second half of 2017 – the US$4bn of funds raised in those

known as tokens) rather than shares in return.

six months was 40 times the amount raised through ICOs

If you have never heard of ICOs, you will soon. Essentially

CPD

I

n December 2017, a Swiss-based

ICOs are tempting
as they promise
to open up an
avenue for funding
that is quicker
and less complex
than traditional
methods

during 2016. In 2017, 235 ICOs raised an estimated US$3.7bn,

crowdfunding through cryptocurrency, ICOs began as a

overtaking venture capital as the primary funding source for

niche funding route for tech entrepreneurs developing

development in the blockchain sector.

new blockchain-based cryptocurrencies and connected
applications. Typically, investors put money into a new business

Air of nervousness

using an existing cryptocurrency (generally bitcoins) and in

ICOs are tempting, particularly for new tech businesses, as they

return were given tokens in another, new cryptocurrency that

promise to open up an avenue for funding that is quicker and

was also based on blockchain. If the venture was successful,

less complex than traditional methods. As a result, ICOs are

the tokens would become valuable – meaning that the ideas

gaining more and more attention from investors, businesses

with the most potential would garner the most attention.

and the media – but also from the world’s regulators.

The first ICO was in 2013, for mastercoin, a virtual currency,

The sudden growth in ICOs, their reliance on volatile

and was based on an idea for extending the capability of

cryptocurrencies and the fact that they are largely unregulated

the bitcoin network; developers were invited to write bitcoin

has created an air of nervousness. A debate is already
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The anonymity of
transactions makes
ICOs a target for
money launderers
and terrorist
financing

China

Singapore

China’s ICO market grew rapidly between 2014

Thanks to a favourable tax regime, light-touch

and 2017. By the beginning of July 2017 there

Singapore has become a favoured location for launching ICOs.

completed, raising US$398m. In the following two months,

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has issued regular

US$766m was raised through ICOs. This acceleration

guidance and statements since 2014, warning that while it

brought a sudden crackdown by the regulator; in September

does not directly regulate cryptocurrencies, intermediaries

2017 the People’s Bank of China banned all ICOs, calling

of virtual currencies have responsibilities to manage money

them ‘a form of unapproved illegal public financing’ and

laundering and terrorism risks. In 2017, MAS said that it

blaming them for ‘disrupting the country’s financial order’.

considers ICOs to be securities in some circumstances (ie if

The bank also restated its view that cryptocurrencies do not

the tokens offered or issued constitute ‘products’ under the

have legal status; while digital currencies are not banned in

Securities and Futures Act), where issuers must register a

China, cryptocurrency exchanges are, including pricing and

prospectus with MAS. Secondary trading platforms for tokens

information services. It is thought that this ICO ban will be

are also required to be registered with or authorised by MAS.

temporary, and has been put in place to allow the regulator

40

regulation and a history of attracting startups,

were 43 ICO platforms in the country and 65 ICOs had been

to develop consumer protection. China is not averse to

South Korea

blockchain development and the central bank is currently

The third-largest market for bitcoin trading

testing a blockchain-based digital currency.

after Japan and the US, South Korea banned
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raging about whether, and how, ICOs should be controlled

question of whether ICOs should qualify as securities. The

and regulated – and whether the attention of governments

risks are discussed in detail in ACCA’s report. By nature, the

and regulators is stifling what could be an innovative new

report points out, ‘ICOs tend to be launched by organisations

development. So what is the truth? A comprehensive report

that have no track record; these are typically young, small,

from ACCA, ICOs: real deal or token gesture?, unpicks the

inexperienced startups. Failures are likely to be more common,

myths and realities around ICOs and sets out the important

and certainly more damaging to investors.’

role that professional accountants can play.
It is easy to see why ICOs are so attractive. The mechanism is

Significant bubble

simple and the barriers to entry remarkably low; all that may be

The biggest concern is that a significant bubble is forming;

required is for businesses to publish a ‘white paper’ with details

much of the return so far has been driven by increases in the

of the concept the tokens that will be issued in exchange for

value of the underlying cryptocurrencies (the value of bitcoin

cryptocurrency. ACCA’s report points out that the fact that

increased by 1,804% during 2017 and has dipped since). But

most ICO websites also include instructions on buying bitcoins

there are other concerns. A few Ponzi schemes involving

suggests that most investors don’t already own cryptocurrency.

virtual currencies have been uncovered, and the anonymity of

There are more than 1,200 active cryptocurrencies in the

transactions makes ICOs a target for money launderers and

world. Their rapidly increasing (although hugely volatile) value

terrorist financing. The secondary market is new and untested,

has helped to drive the interest in ICOs – which has in turn

and it is possible that in extreme situations investors will

encouraged the creation of more cryptocurrencies. Add into

find that their tokens may not be saleable – and, of course,

the mix the fact that ICOs are largely unregulated and you

cryptocurrencies are susceptible to hackers.

have a potentially toxic situation on your hands.
The problem is that because an ICO issues a token rather

Even so, many believe that there are significant upsides to
ICOs. They extend the options available for raising finance
and allow the viability of new ideas to be quickly tested by

offering, and so securities regulation and controls do not

the market. ACCA’s report identifies an optimal use for ICOs –

apply. Most regulators have issued warnings, although the

situations where blockchain encompasses an entire value chain,

approach contrasts sharply across the world; in the most

where the ‘product’ is itself intrinsic within the environment.

extreme case, China banned ICOs in 2017 (see box).

Getting to the stage where the ICO market is reasonably safe,

Broadly, regulators have two lines of response open to them:
highlighting the risks to investors and the more technical

CPD

than shares, it is not normally considered to be a securities

though, is likely to involve many bumps in the road.
‘In future, it will be essential to ensure that misuse of the
original ICO concept does not block investment for genuine
technological innovation,’ says the report. ‘Time will tell

ICOs in September 2017 because of the risk of fraud and

as to whether within existing regulation or new distinct

scams. Regulatory developments are currently on hold

requirements a new class of investment vehicle may emerge

but many options have been mooted, including taxing

for ICOs, separate from securities but with its own lighter-

bitcoin trades.

touch regulation.’
The report adds that professional accountants have an

UK

important role to play in both developing the underlying

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has

technology and in advising entrepreneurs on the best way

been clear that it sees initial coin offerings (ICOs)

to drive technological ideas to commercial success. ‘This

as ‘very high-risk, speculative investments’. While the FCA has

is an area where accountants may find opportunities for

so far stopped short of applying the full range of securities

involvement in shaping the future of blockchain,’ says the

regulations to ICOs, a series of announcements has tightened

report, adding that ICOs have the potential for accountants

regulation in the past two years. The FCA’s current guidance

to bring new and enhanced service offerings to guide

says that if an ICO structure has parallels to an initial public

organisations seeking funding. What is clear is that ICOs, one

offering (IPO) – or private placements of securities or a similar

way or the other, are here to stay; professional accountants

investment structure – the business involved may need to

who take the time to familiarise themselves with the process,

be authorised by the FCA, and this includes digital currency

and keep on top of the latest developments in blockchain,

exchanges. The FCA also believes that some ICOs may fall

cryptocurrency and ICOs, will be ahead of the game.

AB

within the UK’s Prospectus Rules.
Liz Fisher, journalist
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Send in the bots
From coffee-making dogs and biometric monitoring to augmented-reality meetings and
AI auditors, Timandra Harkness peers into the brave new world of tomorrow’s workplace

‘G

ood morning, Timandra!’ The lift always sounds so

monitoring. Officially it is optional, but it comes with free health

detect the chip embedded in my hand. I don’t

insurance and an extra week’s leave so, really, who’s going to

even need to tell it which floor I need. As I glide upwards, my

42

Bother the workplace wellbeing programme and its biometric

perky, glass doors parting automatically as they

turn that down? Apart from Dave in cybersecurity, obviously.

virtual assistant Adam briefs me for the day ahead. I call him

By the time I reach my floor I am too out of breath to say

Adam because he’s the invisible hand that organises my life.

‘skinny camel-milk decaff latte with a Modafinil shot’, so it’s

‘Your first appointment is at 09.13 hours in meeting room

a good job Flynn knows my regular order and has it ready in

Loeb,’ his soothing voice tells me. ‘Your pulse is normal, and

his outstretched hand. Well, less a hand than a paw. ‘Good

your weight is 5.16kg above optimum.’ The lift shudders to a

boy, Flynn,’ I say. Apparently dogs in the workplace are good

halt at floor 713. ‘We therefore recommend that you walk up

for stress but because Iris in the ethics department is allergic

the final three flights of stairs.’

to real ones, we got a robot version that also makes coffee
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and remembers what everyone drinks. Apart from Dave in

But that’s just one of millions of datasets we feed into our

cybersecurity, who randomises his coffee drinking so Flynn

neural network. The algorithm also tracks bankers’ heart rates,

can’t detect a pattern.

skyscraper dimensions and internet searches for vintage Ikea

I just have time before my 09.13 meeting to audit the

furniture. (No, I have no idea why, but who cares? It works.)

annual accounts of Toyota General Ford. Or rather, to get

The only problem is, all our competitors have access to the

RITA to audit them. Now that all financial records are kept

same datasets. We need some kind of input they don’t have, a

on blockchain, it’s a simple matter of randomly sampling the

different window onto the future.

automated audits to check they haven’t missed any anomalies

A virtual meeting with a colleague on four-year paternity

– ideal for basic artificial intelligence (AI) like RITA, the Random

leave gave me the idea. The chaos inflicted on him by a

Interaction Trail Auditor.

toddler was just the kind of random variable we needed.

I finish my coffee and head into Loeb for my meeting. As

After all, our models don’t need to be more accurate than our

I don my augmented reality headset I check that I’ve set

competitors. Just being unpredictably different will give us

my personal appearance settings to ‘smart’, and note with

the edge often enough to impress our clients. So now a group

pleasure that the algorithm gives me a tie that subtly reflects

of children convenes once a week and their outputs go into

the decor of the client’s own office. It has also adjusted the

FINN, our Future Investment Neural Network.

background view to match the other person’s time zone, so I

Obviously that’s not how I describe it to the client. For her,

am apparently backlit by a full moon

it’s a ‘focus group of deep-future

over the sea. These psychological

investors, playfully scenario-building

details are important because it’s a

in a sandbox environment’. Nobody

difficult meeting.

needs to know it’s six infants playing

The problem is that a year ago I
recommended a clever AI-based
system that pays bonuses in
cryptocurrency, converting them into
local money when the exchange
rate is at its most tax-efficient.
That was fine until the company’s
local tax office introduced its
own AI, allocating taxation points
dynamically without prior notice.

Mars Colony or Pet Cloning Clinic in

The algorithm also
tracks bankers’ heart
rates, skyscraper
dimensions and
internet searches
for vintage
Ikea furniture

a real sandbox.
When I get back to my desk, RITA
has the audit ready for me. I spend
the afternoon checking anomalies
in carbon credits in the Asia-Pacific
fuel cell sector. Probably an innocent
case of mixing up their carbonabsorbing algae with their hydrogengenerating algae but one can’t be

And if you’re wondering how a

too careful; there are stiff fines for

government can get away with that,
you haven’t been following the news. Since the Revenue Riots

quota infringement.
As I pick up my jacket to go home, my virtual assistant Adam

of 2024, financial ministries can’t crack down hard enough on

murmurs: ‘You didn’t seem very happy at work today. Want to

even the most innocent tax-minimising schemes. Anything

talk about it?’ That’ll be the facial expression analysis program,

else would be political self-destruction.

or maybe my embedded chip is now measuring my cortisol

While our own software runs a million stochastic models to

levels. But I don’t really want to talk about it because I’m

predict the best way our client can adapt to the new regime,

looking to move on from EYoitteKPWCMG to one of the other

my job is twofold. First, mollify the client by reminding her that

Big Four firms. Kothari Lodha or Ruihua BDO or, if I do really

being seen to pay more tax is the best way to build a loyal

well, Zolfo Begbies Saffery Mazars.

customer base. Second, distract her with a new economic
forecasting model that’s even better than the last one.
I am especially pleased with this because it was my own
idea. Ever since the link between conception rates and

Clearly I don’t want to mention this here, not even to a
virtual sympathy-bot. So I mutter something about stress and
accept the ‘optional’ post-work mindfulness session in the
Easterlin Wellbeing Spa.

economic growth was discovered in 2018, we’ve been buying

I hope the software can’t tell from my expression that I’d

pregnancy data from healthcare-wearable companies. Since

rather be having a beer with Dave from cybersecurity. I’ll have

we know when birthrates are falling, even before the mothers-

to text him our code-word to tell him I can’t make it after all.
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to-be know, we can hedge against the recession that always
seems to follow.

Timandra Harkness is a writer, presenter and comedian
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Out with the old
To unlock your team’s creativity and encourage innovation, you must first overcome
the natural human aversion to new ideas, explains our talent doctor Rob Yeung
Few managers would dispute that
business creativity is important for longterm organisational success. Asking

In with the new
Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s video on
innovation at bit.ly/Y-innovation

‘what if?’ has allowed many businesses
to launch breakthrough technologies

narrow instructions for generating ideas.

and disruptive ideas. Otherwise, Apple

For example, an invitation to generate

would still just be selling desktop

ideas for ‘increasing shareholder value’

computers and Amazon would only

is a very broad instruction; asking

be an online bookseller. If you don’t

colleagues for ways of ‘increasing

innovate and renew your products

customer satisfaction’ or ‘improving

and services, there’s a good chance

our cash position’ are narrower frames.

that competitors might just steal your

The researchers found that narrower

customers or clients away.

instructions led to significantly more

CPD

However, there is a contradiction

creative ideas. In practical terms, then,

in business: even though people talk

help your team to be more creative

about the importance of creativity in the

by setting boundaries for a discussion

workplace, the reality is that they often

and focusing their attention on specific

reject truly creative ideas. Researchers

opportunities or problems rather than all

led by Jennifer Mueller at The Wharton

of the issues facing the team.

School at the University of Pennsylvania
have confirmed that most people

Consider other views

unknowingly have deep-rooted biases

Another technique, discovered by

against new ideas: many find them

New York University’s Evan Polman

psychologically unsettling and may

and Cornell University’s Kyle Emich,

choose to stick with what they know and

involves considering creative solutions

feel comfortable with. As a consequence,

for someone else’s situation. Rather

if you want your team to come up with

than thinking about your organisation,

more innovative ideas, you will need

your team or yourself as an individual,

to not only set aside time to generate

consider how you might help out some

ideas but also to combat people’s innate

other organisation, team or person.

aversion to genuinely fresh thinking.

Polman and Emich demonstrated that

The well-known brainstorming

People are often so
busy and focused
on their own needs
that they forget to
consider what their
colleagues might
be thinking

44

this subtle shift of focus led to ideas that

technique, in which people are instructed

were judged to be significantly more

to come up with as many ideas as

creative in every instance.

possible, is predicated on the principle

This intuitively makes sense. Often,

that a higher quantity of ideas should

when we try to come up with creative

ultimately result in a higher quality of

ideas, we end up censoring ourselves

ideas. However, there are other ways to

because we are constrained by our

boost your team’s creativity. Academics

knowledge of all the organisational

led by Eric Rietzschel at the University

rules and restrictions that bind us. In

of Groningen in the Netherlands have

contrast, we know much less about the

tested the effectiveness of broad versus

rules within other organisations, which
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allows us to generate ideas that are

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

genuinely freer.

Q

Yet another method for unlocking
a team’s business creativity was
discovered by researchers led by

The chairman and business owner

Rotterdam. They found that

initially said he hired me to bring

teams were able to perform more

more rigour and process into the business. However,

creatively when first instructed

I have repeatedly clashed with the chairman and other

to engage in a psychological

directors, who seem to want things to stay as they are.

technique called perspective
teams instructions to ‘ask yourself what
is important to the other persons in your
team’ and ‘when someone in your team

a large organisation to take a

senior role within a small enterprise.

Inga Hoever at Erasmus University

taking. For example, they gave

Six months ago, I left my job at

I question whether I will be able to make change happen.

A

Should I move on?

Making change happen is about both head and heart. The head or
intellectual aspect means having the technical skills, commercial acumen and

knowledge to do the job. The heart aspect is more about emotional intelligence:

says something you don’t understand,

influencing and persuading people so that they buy in and want to come on the

ask yourself why they are saying it.’

change journey with you.

A critic might argue that it is obvious

Whether you should stay or go depends on whether you have the appetite for
using your heart as well as your head. Many business people succeed in the early

the perspectives of their colleagues.

to middle stages of their careers because they have the intellectual and technical

However, the reality is that people are

skills required for those early promotions. However, moving successfully from middle

often so busy and focused on their own

into senior management usually requires a greater focus on the more subtle skills of

needs that they forget to consider what

influence and persuasion. Making change happen successfully requires negotiation

their colleagues might be thinking.

and depends on finding a solution that people within an organisation can cope with

Indeed, Hoever’s research confirmed

– rather than the best solution from a purely financial or commercial point of view.

that a simple reminder to reflect on

Managers who are unable or less willing to consult and collaborate might sneer

the perspective of others measurably

and say that such behaviour is politicking. However, the process does not have to be

improved team creativity.

duplicitous or underhand at all. Try to think of it more positively, as taking the time to

Business creativity and the invention
of new concepts and technologies

listen to stakeholders and ensuring that they feel they had the chance to speak their
minds, no matter what the eventual outcome.

require leaders to set aside proper time

If you very much prefer to use your head rather than your heart, then find a

for it. But the good news is that use of

different role. Only stay if you can take on the challenge of winning colleagues over

subtly different instructions in framing

and patiently finding solutions that both you and they can find agreeable.

brainstorming sessions is likely to
result in a significantly better return on

Tips for the top

your investment.

If you are concerned that you are too quiet and insufficiently charismatic at work, there

AB

CPD

that team members should consider

are things you can do to change that perception. We can all think of colleagues who
Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational

seem to talk for the sake of talking; they take up a lot of airtime

psychologist at leadership consulting

without making meaningful contributions. Unfortunately,

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

business research confirms that people who talk more

More information
Dr Rob tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

tend to be rated as more intelligent – even when the
content of their contributions is merely mediocre. The
solution for many quieter individuals is to:

*
*
*

Prepare assiduously before team meetings.
Work out your point of view and write notes.
Rehearse out loud in private as many times as is
necessary so you can share your thoughts succinctly
but confidently.
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In search of calm waters
A technology-enabled business model headed up by tech-savvy leaders can
make companies agile and reactive enough to survive the digital storm
In the not-too-distant past, companies

is that the technology has become

either by mimicking the disruptors or

with a well-defined business model

so powerful, the cost of memory has

by developing their own approach.

could feel reasonably confident

gone down, data storage ability has

about the future. If they had set their

massively increased and there has been

the likelihood of success depends on

process architecture and supporting

a rise of the big-data mindset. ‘There

whether a business model has been

organisational models well to target a

has been a big advancement of how to

developed with technology to achieve

market – be it selling consumer goods

create economic value from data,’ he

a strong customer-facing proposition

or bank accounts – they could expect

says. ‘You can make decisions based

at its heart. Chris Bones, professor of

to prosper.

on that data in a way that you really

creativity and leadership at Manchester

couldn’t previously.’

Business School in the UK, says online

But as the forces of disruption have
been unleashed over the last 20 years,

retailers Amazon and ASOS are strong

those models have become increasingly

Bounty of expansion

examples of this, whereas fashion

tested, offering insufficient flexibility.

What the World Economic Forum

retailer Next is not. ‘Their website is

Many corporates that failed to adapt

hailed in 2016 as the fourth industrial

all about Next, not the customer,’ says

their models to these changing

revolution is now upon us, say many

Bones, who previously held senior roles

conditions have fallen by the wayside.

commentators. In their book What

at Diageo and Cadbury Schweppes.

Now a new phase appears to have

to do when machines do everything,

That sentiment is echoed by Jonathan

arrived. We are in the age of the

Malcolm Frank, Paul Roehrig and Ben

Wyatt, a managing director and digital

tech-enabled business model that ties

Pring of global technology consultancy

lead at consultancy Protiviti, which

together all forms of technology being

Cognizant write that this is ‘a time of

specialises in helping traditional

used across organisations, enabling

economic dislocation, when old ways of

companies manage disruption. ‘Digital

them to be become agile and reactive,

production give way to new ones, and

leaders go to market with the voice of

even able to withstand the relentless

when those who can harness the power

the customer as central, compared to

waves of disruption that are hitting every

of the new technology will harvest the

most other organisations, which put

sector. A moment of truth is dawning

bounty of economic expansion’.

themselves first,’ he says.

on more and more CEOs and CFOs

The challenge is for companies to

Take the example of Starling Bank,

that they must either construct such

be able to exploit the strengths of

a challenger bank that operates a

a model to continually adapt through

tech to drive their business models –

customer-centric business model.

technological innovation or expect to

Founder and CEO Anne Boden says the

be destroyed by disruptive forces that

approach is about ‘giving customers

are usually tech-driven.
The simple truth is that leaders who
grasp this concept and can exploit it
will succeed, whereas their peers who
are less digitally enlightened are more
likely to fail.
The main threat to traditional business
models has changed because big data
has enabled disruptors to create new
forms of value, argues Kenneth Cukier,
senior editor of digital products at The
Economist. What’s changed, he says,

46

Many commentators believe that

‘Digital leaders
go to market with
the voice of the
customer as central,
compared to most
organisations
that put
themselves first’

what they want now’. By managing
their current account on their mobile
phones, customers can use their debit
cards, Apple Pay and faster payments
functions to set up standing orders and
direct debits.
‘We believe that data is owned by
the consumer. They should have access
to that data and be empowered to use
it for their own benefit,’ says Boden,
a 30-year veteran of the traditional
banking sector.
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Disruptor mindset

designed this process, would we have

Immelt recognised the need to develop

Wyatt says that two key factors are

structured it differently?’

new business models for the digital

The trio continue: ‘The former

industrial economy after reading Marc

that corporates need to focus on:

lens gives you [video rental chain]

Andreessen’s 2011 Wall Street Journal

creating a well-defined business model

Blockbuster, which put internet

article ‘Why software is eating the world’

and being able to disrupt it from within.

e-commerce on top of a retail chain

and Eric Ries’s book The Lean Startup.

He adds that developing the mindset

network. The latter lens yields Netflix,

of the disruptor is what many larger

which designed core processes as

night as an industrial company, you’re

companies find hardest to achieve.

digital from the ground up.’ What

going to wake up this morning as a

happened next is clear to see.

software and analytics company’. He

contributing to the success of disruptors

Frank, Roehrig and Pring write that
the starting point for a truly digital

Perhaps no company’s approach

Immelt said: ‘If you went to bed last

may have been forward-thinking, but

model should not be to ask: ‘How do we

symbolises more the challenge of

not enough to prevent his exit from

make it better/faster/cheaper by adding

developing a tech-enabled business

the company last year after running it

new technology to it?’ They believe

model than General Electric (GE), the

since 2000.

that the question should be: ‘If digital

oldest company listed on the New York

technologies were available when we

Stock Exchange. Former GE CEO Jeff

AB

Lawrie Holmes, journalist
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A disruptive agenda
The speaker lineup at the ACCA-sponsored World Congress of Accountants this year
underlines the impact of technological change on the accountancy profession

Michael Jordaan, founder of a new
digital-only bank in South Africa, is to

ACCA at the conference

speak at this year’s World Congress

As a gold sponsor, ACCA will be hosting a stand and featuring in the programme.

of Accountants. Held every four years,

Plans are still under development but will include a focus on ACCA research on the

the 6,000-delegate event takes place

impact of robotics and artificial intelligence, being carried out in partnership with

in Sydney on 5–8 November.

KPMG and ACCA’s alliance partner CA ANZ, conference co-host.

Jordaan’s new venture, Bank Zero,

ACCA chief executive Helen Brand says: ‘The accounting profession is evolving

reflects one of the conference themes

to meet the needs of a rapidly changing business and economic landscape. This

of embracing disruptive technologies.

important event will enable the profession to come together to debate the future

Bank Zero is part of the new frontier

and demonstrate the leadership required in the years ahead.’

of banking that is arriving through
smartphones and associated digital
technologies. Formerly CEO of one

Janelle Hopkins, group CFO of Australia

an exhibition will showcase financial

of South Africa’s largest banks, First

Post, will be talking about the challenges

software and technology from around

National, Jordaan heads a private equity

of transforming the group’s finance

the world.

company with 21 strategic investments,

function, supporting its aspiration to

ranging from the new data-focused

become a leading e-commerce business.
Industry leaders will also be

interest and building prosperity;

discussing software automation,

building trust and confidence in

artificial intelligence, cryptocurrencies

the role of the accounting and

and blockchain technologies, while

finance profession; addressing the

mobile network Rain to the algorithmic
investment fund NMRQL Research.
Jordaan is not the only speaker who
will be addressing technology issues.

Other topics on the agenda
include protecting the public

leadership challenge; enhancing

Some other speakers

sustainable solutions for businesses,

Michael Woodford former CEO, Olympus Corporation – the man who blew

social enterprises and economies;

the whistle on a £1bn fraud

and safeguarding the future of the

Niall Ferguson professor of history at Harvard – one of the world’s most

accounting profession.

compelling thinkers
Diana B Henriques financial journalist – the best-selling author of The Wizard
of Lies: Bernie Madoff and the Death of Trust

48

ethics and integrity; exploring

AB

More information
Find details of the event and how
to register at wcoa2018.sydney
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The wisdom of crowds
Last month’s article (‘Built on sand?’)

Such commentary is a key part of

preparers of financial statements. The

tenuously linked financial reporting to

developments in the financial reporting

individuals involved in the forum come

football, and we’ll stick with that link

community. As part of the lengthy

from a variety of industries across many

this month by looking at punditry.

process of issuing new or updated

nations. This means that they are not

IFRS Standards, the International

simply commentators; they are also on

successful football players turn to

Accounting Standards Board (IASB)

the field of play.

careers in the media. Doing this

invites comments from a wide variety

The forum meets three times a

keeps them connected to the football

of sources. When it issues a discussion

year, with the most recent meeting

world, often in a much more secure

paper or exposure draft, it gets

taking place in London in March.

position than if they were to go into

feedback from preparers, national

The discussions centred on three

management. It is, after all, often easier

standard-setters and accounting

IASB projects: disclosure, primary

to talk a good game than be involved in

institutes, among others.

financial statements, and goodwill and

On retirement, many of the most

One of the key bodies involved in

impairment. We looked at the goodwill

this discussion is the Global Preparers

and impairment project in last month’s

at the highest level in the sport allows

Forum (GPF), an IFRS consultative group

AB; this month we will focus on the

the audience to understand what

whose members have considerable

IASB’s other two projects.

is going on in greater depth, while

practical experience in financial

putting players and managers under

reporting. Its members give valuable

Disclosure project

more intensive scrutiny than in previous

feedback into concepts and proposals

The IASB began by bringing feedback

generations. Ultimately, these are the

that the IASB is developing and offer

gathered prior to the meeting. The

experts, so people are willing to tune in

advice on the practical implications

principal feeling among preparers of

to hear their opinions and analysis.

of the intended proposals for the

financial statements is that the volume

the action on the pitch.
Having people who have achieved
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Adam Deller looks at how financial reporting professionals and experts have
responded to the IASB’s ongoing disclosure and primary financial statements projects
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It’s all in the presentation
Watch Adam Deller discuss the
IASB’s project on financial statement
presentation, at bit.ly/AB-fs-pres
and prescriptive nature of requirements
in IFRS Standards is too onerous.
Conversely, it was noted that investors
and report users are most concerned
about a lack of relevant information, and
less concerned about having too much
irrelevant information. Clearly this is a
difficult balance to strike.
As part of moving towards striking
that balance, many members of the
forum believe that the language used in
many accounting standards is unhelpful.
It was noted that the inclusion of terms
such as ‘shall’ and ‘as a minimum’ mean
that preparers and auditors feel they
must include these disclosures, whether

CPD

they are material or not. Preparers said
they feel unable to apply judgment as to
which are relevant and which aren’t, and
that it was unlikely that auditors would
agree with this exercise of judgment.
No consensus was reached over the
most appropriate language to be used,

position that paper financial statements

Many members
of the forum
believe that the
language used in
many accounting
standards is
unhelpful

people can access. As this is no longer
the case, surely it is the time to consider
how the financial statements can be
linked to other sources of information,
rather than being a catch-all document
that attempts to be all things to all men.

Management performance

but most felt that allowing preparers

Part of the discussion on the primary

to exercise judgment was crucial to

financial statements centred on

finding a solution. A review of all the

the inclusion of a management
The question was raised about

performance measure, which would be

not a universally popular approach, but

whether information needs to be

the key performance measure used by

preparers did feel that where language

repeated each year if no changes have

management. That measure may be an

such as ‘shall’ or ‘should’ are used, an

been made. Some of the forum felt that

existing metric, such as operating profit,

explanation around considering whether

technology could be used to enable

or an adjusted figure, such as a measure

such disclosures were material or not

this – for example, placing accounting

of profit after stripping out share-based

would be helpful.

policies on the company‘s website and

payments, for example.

disclosures under each standard was

Some felt that a measured approach

providing links to them in the annual

The belief of the IASB is that if these

would be useful, outlining which things

reports. This would mean that only

metrics are key to management’s

must be disclosed by all entities, which

changes to accounting policies would

decisions, they should be reflected

should be disclosed if material, and

be included in the actual information,

somewhere in the financial statements.

which could be disclosed if it is felt

with unchanged and pWrior-year

The discussion was then over whether

helpful to the users. It is likely that this

information held elsewhere.

they should be recorded in the

would lead to a clearer picture, but

50

are the only available document that

As technology moves on, a

statement of financial performance itself

more management time would be

blended approach along these lines

taken up in applying judgment about

feels sensible. One of the causes

The general preference of forum

what should be applied, in addition to

of overdisclosure in the financial

members was for the information to

discussions with auditors.

statements stems from the traditional

be reported in the financial statements

or disclosed in the notes.
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non-integral results would be shown).

rather than the notes, in case disclosure

performance measure in their financial

overload led to it being overlooked

statements, this should be consistent all

The main reaction from the forum was

or missed. One problem noted is

the way through and therefore the effect

that classifying associates as integral and

that many of these management

on EPS should be shown.

non-integral would not be helpful, or

For those who do calculate adjusted

even possible in many cases. Preparers

that take a measure of profit and

EPS figures, producing these in the

felt clearer guidance on where to reflect

subject it to numerous adjustments,

financial statements was deemed not

this profit would be useful, but they

which makes simple presentation on

to be a particularly arduous exercise,

disagreed with the classification split of

the face of the statement of financial

as all the information would already be

integral and non-integral associates.

performance difficult. In this case, a

available to preparers.

reconciliation of a profit subtotal to this

Some questioned whether investors

The discussion process

management performance measure

would really find this useful. If adopted,

As with a collection of football pundits,

would be proposed for inclusion, either

an adjusted diluted EPS would also

getting full agreement around the forum

under the statement of profit or loss or

be prepared, although not many

table is probably impossible. Yet the

in the notes.

management performance measures

whole forum discussion is a healthy part

are expected to affect diluted EPS.

of the standards development process.

Adjusted EPS

By not making decisions itself in a

The forum discussed what could be

Associates and joint ventures

closed discussion, the IASB intends to

done about entities calculating an

The final discussion in the primary

ensure that its new standards are more

adjusted earnings per share (EPS)

financial statements project was on

robust and fit for purpose. It may not be

figure and whether it would be useful

where to show the share of profit from

the easiest course of action, but it does

to require an EPS figure to be shown

associates and joint ventures. Different

allow a key conversation in setting and

using a management performance

entities put this figure in different places.

amending standards to take place.

measure. Commentators said it would

The IASB’s preference is to identify

depend on whether the entity actually

which associates and joint ventures are

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

used adjusted EPS in its own internal

regarded as integral to the business,

specialist and lecturer

reporting, otherwise it would be a

and which are not, showing the former

pointless exercise.

separately from the latter. The proposal

A number of forum members agreed

is that integral results would be

with the principle that if preparers

reflected above the income/expenses

are required to show a management

from investments category (where the

AB

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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performance measures are figures
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Technical update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a
roundup of the latest developments in reporting, tax, law and export
Reporting
Charity reporting support

to the European Union General Data

guidance is the only section not to have

Protection Regulation.

been updated. The guidance is at bit.ly/

More at bit.ly/acca-eng.

hmrc-gaar.

Technical factsheet Matters of material
significance reportable to charity

Tax codes

Tax cases

regulators is available for those

From April 2019 employers will have,

The Commissioners for HM Revenue

members undertaking independent

in addition to S codes for Scottish

and Customs v Stephen West is a

examinations, auditors and trustees of

taxpayers, the ‘C’ prefix applied to

case where the liability of director

charities. It details the requirements

codes for Welsh taxpayers for the

to company via a director’s loan

in England and Wales, Scotland and

2019/20 tax year. As with the current

account was paid off by remuneration

Northern Ireland, and, along with other

notices of coding for Scottish taxpayers,

but the company was insolvent and

charity factsheets, can be found at bit.

it is the taxpayer’s duty, not the

unable to pay tax and NICs. The

ly/acca-fact.

employer’s, to inform HMRC. This is

case concerned whether the director

based on the taxpayer’s residence.

received relevant payments, knowing

FRS 102 guidance update

April saw the new income tax rates
in Scotland come into force, which

company reporting and FRS 102 –

resulted in different headline rates

reporting for medium-sized and large

applying from those in the rest of the

had drawn money from Astral

entities have been revised and replace

UK – see the February 2018 issue (bit.

during the year and this had been

the earlier ones.

ly/tu-feb18). As a reminder, the Scottish

recorded in a director’s loan account.

income tax applies to wages, pensions

At the end of each year, Astral

been updated to incorporate the

and most other taxable income but not

would pay West a small amount of

results of the triennial review carried

income from dividends and interest,

remuneration and a larger dividend,

out by the Financial Reporting Council

where the same tax as the rest of the

extinguishing the loan account.

in 2017. It also includes a ‘frequently

UK applies.

There was a change to this pattern

The small company factsheet has

deduct PAYE.
For a number of years, West

and although salary and dividends

asked questions’ section relating to
small entities, which member firms may

Tax avoidance

continued to be paid to West, the

find helpful.

The latest HMRC Spotlight concerns a

amount outstanding on the loan

stamp duty land tax (SDLT) avoidance

account increased for several years. An

has amendments made to FRS 102,

scheme, which claimed to use

insolvency practitioner advised West

which are likely to affect those entities.

government-approved statutory rules

that Astral could not pay dividends

that are within the tax legislation to

as there were insufficient available

reduce SDLT bills on residential property

profits, and that payment to him would

purchases by 60%. In practice, no SDLT

have to be wholly by way of salary.

is paid on the purchase.

The company failed to pay PAYE and

The medium and large entity factsheet

Both factsheets can be found at bit.ly/
acca-fact.

Tax

More at bit.ly/gov-tax-spotlight.

Engagement letters

52

that the company had willfully failed to

Technical factsheets FRS 102 – small

NIC contributions to HMRC. HMRC
sought to recover these payments from

ACCA, together with other members of

GAAR guidance

the taxpayer and issued directions

the Joint Profession Engagement Letter

The general anti-abuse rule (GAAR)

that Astral was not liable to pay the

working party, have issued engagement

guidance advisory panel has approved

outstanding PAYE amounts under

letters for tax practitioners. These

the latest guidance, which is effective

regulation 72 of the Income Tax (Pay

reflect legislative changes such as those

from 28 March 2018. Part D of the

As You Earn) Regulations 2003 (‘the
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Law

PAYE regulations’). The effect of those

The judgment concludes that ‘In the

directions was to render West liable to

same way that we have concluded that

pay those amounts.

we cannot, on the evidence available,

Blackett review

definitively conclude that there was a

The Blackett review sets out the findings

‘HMRC wishes to assert that an

lawful determination by Astral of the

of a review of how technology could

assessment is to be increased by

gross amount of the remuneration, nor

enhance UK services, and recommends

virtue of section 50(7) TMA, the

can we conclude in Mr West’s favour

11 actions for government to safeguard

burden is on them to show that the

that such a determination was unlawful

and build on UK strengths in the

original assessment or amendment

and void. In those circumstances, the tax

service sector.

undercharges the taxpayer’ and that

assessments and NICs decisions must

‘in order to discharge that burden,

stand good.’

The judgment stated that where

You can read through this case and

it is accordingly for HMRC to show
that the determination by Astral of

other decisions at bit.ly/tax-dec.

The foreword highlights that
the ‘report represents a “call to
action” for services companies
[accountancy firms] to engage

the gross remuneration was a lawful
determination, such that … it is the
gross remuneration that should be
treated as having been received … and
not… the net amount actually received
by Mr West.’
The judgment then states that
‘regarding the lawfulness or
unlawfulness of the declaration of
gross remuneration… it is in our
judgment not possible for HMRC
to discharge that burden. We do
not consider that, on the evidence
available to the FTT and this
tribunal, it is possible for it to be
definitively concluded, in HMRC’s
favour, that there was a lawful
determination of the gross amount

Competition law unwrapped

of the remuneration, such that it is

The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has highlighted a recent case that

that gross amount of earnings that

resulted in the businesses concerned being fined £1.7m. The two businesses broke

Mr West should be regarded as

the law by market sharing – for example, agreeing not to compete in each other’s

having received.’

territory – under the umbrella of their joint venture agreement.

However, it then states that this

The CMA has published Competition Law: Do’s and Don’ts to increase awareness

‘leaves the question whether the

that what may start as a joint venture or agreement between two parties could

net amount of the remuneration has

breach competition law. It highlights its support for collaboration between rival

been properly assessed… HMRC’s

firms delivering tangible benefits for customers. It then comments broadly that firms

position on this is that, even if the voting

entering into these types of arrangement need to:

of the remuneration were unlawful, it

*
*

remains the case that Astral did make

check they are compliant with competition law at the outset
keep arrangements under regular review to check their compliance with the law.

a payment of earnings to Mr West and

Joint venture arrangements may be an area that comes under increased scrutiny,

credited a sum on account of those

and FDs, auditors and those involved in due diligence will need to consider the CMA

earnings in the company’s books and

guidance and seek legal opinion where necessary. One of the clear recommendations

records. That payment has not been

is that businesses define the true purpose of any collaboration and are precise about

avoided or otherwise set aside, and

what it aims to achieve. Businesses must also be clear, specific and honest about their

therefore Mr West received a payment

goals and the limits of the collaboration. More at http://bit.ly/acca-bus.

of earnings.’
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and make the most of the

Pension trustees

have sought certification under the

opportunities created by the Industrial

As part of its 21st-century trusteeship

Cyber Essentials scheme; this has the

Strategy and by the changes in the

work The Pensions Regulator (TPR)

additional benefit of demonstrating

global economy’. There is also a

has reissued guidance for advisers and

to clients (or prospective clients)

recommendation that ‘government

trustees. Trustee knowledge is one

that you take the protection of their

procurement could be used to

of the key elements and TPR states

data seriously.

incentivise support for SMEs as

that choosing the right advisers is

a key part of the supply chain to

fundamental to good governance.

NCSC guidance (accessed at ncsc.
gov.uk/guidance) includes:

*

Cyber Security: Small Business

*

Phishing attacks: defending your

tutorial at bit.ly/tpr-trust-tool.

*

The principles of supply chain

GDPR and cybercrime

The Small Business Guide covers:

Probate

Having appropriate security measures
for your business is essential for

individuals and firms to carry out

complying with the General Data

probate work and has implemented

Protection Regulation (GDPR). The

*
*
*

backing up your data

ACCA has been approved to authorise

regulatory arrangements for probate

National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC)
guidance on cybersecurity is a key part

at bit.ly/ACCA-advisory.

of protecting data. Many businesses

*
*

using passwords

activities. Practitioners can find out more

government, as is done in the USA’.

TPR encourages advisers to ensure

The main focus is on productivity, skills

that clients understand the services

and regional variation and that more

being provided and suggests

data is needed.

highlighting the ‘working with advisers’

You can read the report at bit.ly/govblackett.

Guide
organisation
security.

protection from malware
keeping smartphones and
tablets safe
avoiding phishing attacks.

The specific guidance on phishing, where
there has been a dramatic increase
over the last 12 months, is aimed at
organisations of all sizes in all sectors.
The guidance splits the mitigations
into four layers to help build defences
for a business and would be useful when
pulling together a business’s cyber
policy. These are:

*

Make it difficult for attackers to

*

Help users identify and report

*

Protect your organisation from the

reach your users
suspected phishing emails
effects of undetected phishing
emails

*

College accounts direction updated

Respond quickly to incidents.

NCSC states that the guidance is not
a set of hard rules but a starting point,

The college accounts direction has been updated for 2017/18 and sets out the

adding that if you can’t implement all

Education and Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) financial reporting requirements for

the recommendations, ‘try to address

sixth-form and further education college corporations.

at least some of the mitigations from

The direction outlines the requirements for each college corporation to:

*
*
*

prepare audited accounts to 31 July

within each of the layers of defence’.
See also page 24, ‘Back to basics’.

submit accounts and associated documents to ESFA by 31 December
publish accounts on the college’s website by 31 January 2019.

The direction can be found at bit.ly/gov-ca-dir.

Employment law support
As previously highlighted, the updated
suite of employment law factsheets
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have been amended for General Data
Protection Regulation requirements.

Call for evidence on VAT registration threshold

The factsheets can be found at bit.ly/

Practitioners and their clients may wish to consider the VAT registration threshold call

acca-fact.

for evidence. This will examine the effect of the current threshold on small businesses
and attempt to identify whether or not it provides a disincentive to growth or

Anti-money laundering

improved productivity.
The call for evidence is split into three chapters:

Regulation 56 of the Money Laundering
Regulations requires that all relevant
persons acting as trust or company
service providers (TCSPs) must be
registered with either HMRC or the

*
*

how the threshold might currently affect business growth

*

possible policy solutions, based on international and domestic examples.

the burdens created by the VAT regime at the point of registration, and why
businesses might manage their turnover to avoid registering

Financial Conduct Authority. HMRC has

It is clear that business growth and competition is a key element and covers both

asked professional body supervisors

those registered and non-registered businesses. There is considerable discussion

such as ACCA to provide a list of their

around ‘financial smoothing’. Proposed solutions are also considered, including

supervised relevant persons (members)

the EU SME proposals that the threshold currently applied by member states to

that act as TCSPs before 26 June 2018.

businesses established in that country only are extended to other member states,

ACCA will be communicating further

and that the national threshold will be capped at €85,000 (£74,000), so significantly

with members.

below the current UK threshold.

As a reminder, a TCSP is any company

The call for evidence is open until 5 June and is available at bit.ly/gov-ca-vat.

or sole practitioner whose business is to:

*

form companies or other legal

*

provide a registered office, business

persons
address, correspondence address

*

their personal information with a

company, partnership or other legal

third party.

act or arrange for another person

*

not need to seek consent from
individual employees that the

a company; partner (or in a similar

payroll is processed. This should be

position) for other legal persons;

clarified in the letter of engagement

trustee of an express trust or similar

between the employer and

legal arrangement; or nominee

accountant/payroll bureau.

*

All employers must ensure that

ensure clients’ data is relevant
and up to date for the purpose of
processing the payroll

*

only hold information needed
and for as long as it is needed to
manage the payroll

Accountants/payroll bureaux do

to act as a: director or secretary of

shareholder for another person.

*

employees that they are sharing

and administrative address for a
person or arrangement

*

the duration of record-keeping.
Employers will need to inform their

*

allow clients or their employees to

*

only collect information needed for

view their personal information
the specific purpose of completing
the payroll on behalf of clients

*

review all data held and on what
grounds the data is held (by

their payroll bureau or accountant

category); this will make it easier to

GDPR: payroll bureaux

is taking action to protect their

decide whether it is still appropriate

It is important to recognise the divisions

employees’ payroll information

for the data to be held and to draft

of responsibilities between a payroll

under the General Data Protection

retention policies

bureau and the employer. These are

Regulation (GDPR).

*

put new engagement letters in

summarised below.

Responsibilities of accountant/payroll

Responsibilities of employers

Accountants/payroll bureaux should

GDPR requirements, and set out

*

Employers must provide employees

keep only the personal data that is

internal policies on stipulating time

and any job applicants with a

required for the purpose of the payroll.

for the preservation of records and

privacy notice setting out certain

This is referred to as data minimisation

the procedure after the stipulated

details about how their information

or privacy by default. They are legally

period for the secure disposal of

is managed.

obliged to protect payroll information

Employers must have a clear HR

on behalf of their clients and they must:

The letters must also confirm data-

policy to determine the process of

*

keep client and employee payroll

processing details with the employer.

information safe and secure

More at bit.ly/ACCA-advisory.

*

retaining PAYE records and setting

place with all clients, to include

the data.
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The acronym cometh
Companies listed on regulated EU markets will soon be required to file their annual
reports digitally. XHTML is on its way, warns Alison Thomas
Another set of acronyms has entered

a convoluted one. Output from

the lexicon of European companies.

consolidation packages and other IT

Prompted by the EU transparency

systems, word-processing software and

directive, the European Securities

email requests for data are stitched

and Markets Authority (ESMA)

together and then sent out to design

has published rules that require

agencies to be assembled into a draft

all companies listed on regulated

report. Making changes to that draft

European exchanges to file their

document can be tedious work. And it

annual reports using the European

seems as if the requirement to apply

single electronic format (ESEF). The

XBRL tags to financial statements might

format chosen by ESMA for that filing

complicate this process even further.

CPD

is XHTML. The start date, if things go

an exactly straightforward process

For those who are not familiar

either – not least because XHTML

with this latest addition to the tin

is not compatible with HTML 5, the

of alphabet spaghetti, an XHTML

computer language used by most

(extensible hypertext markup language)

corporate websites, and which contains

filing has two components. There is the

the coding bells and whistles that allow

part that you can read either on-screen

mobile-friendly, animation-rich content.

or in a printout. Then, embedded

There is talk of updating XHTML to

within the document itself is the second

support the functionality of version 5

element of XHTML: machine-readable

of HTML, but no timeline for such an

XBRL (extensible business reporting

upgrade has been released.

language) ‘tags’ that allow computers

The bottom line is that the

to easily extract and manipulate data

introduction of the ESEF seems set

from financial statements.

to prompt companies to rethink their

Is this a big deal? The details haven’t
been set in stone, so it’s too early to
come up with a definitive answer to

process for both the production of the
annual report and the controls applied.
It’s not too early to start planning

that million-dollar question. However,

for ESEF’s introduction. ‘If you’re

we know enough to be able to say with

changing any element of the existing

confidence that it is not something that

annual report production process,

should be ignored.

ask how ESEF is being factored into

Consider just three areas of

the proposed approach,’ advises Jon

the reporting process: producing

Rowden, iXBRL service leader at PwC

the report, signing it off, and

UK. ‘When speaking with software

communicating with the investment

providers, check they have capability or

community. Each is affected by a move

plans to handle the new requirements.’

to XHTML, and each will require some
head-scratching to find solutions.
The process of preparing an annual
report for a listed company is already

56
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as expected, is 2020 year-ends.

The governance process that supports
today’s annual financial reporting
cycle is well understood. XHTML filing
challenges this. How does a board sign
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off on an XHTML report? What does

channels (anyone for a virtual reality

this mean for audit? Board awareness

plant tour?). Either way, though, the

of XHTML starts, understandably,

status quo is not an option.

from a relatively low base. There will

If much of this is new to you, then

be a learning curve if appropriate

now is the time to begin getting

governance procedures are to be

up to speed. Start gently – perhaps

established for these new-style reports.

with the FRC Lab’s report on XBRL,

As for audit, the jury’s out. Some

which is, refreshingly, written in plain

commentators suggest that, as this will

English. Then read up on the XBRL

be the official filing document, it will

requirements.

need to be audited. But a bundle of

The EU is expected to pass ESEF into

questions arises from this. For example,

law this summer. National regulators

what exactly would the audit cover?

will then stir into action as the journey

And as users of tagged data can pull

to 2020 gathers pace. For those in the

that data into worksheets in any format

UK, don’t assume that Brexit will put

they choose, exactly what assurance is

a stop to the ESEF requirement. The

provided by audit?

worldwide momentum behind the use
of XBRL means that ESEF or something
very like it is probable.
So watch out for updates from
regulators later this year with more
implementation detail. Then start
and any technology advisers. And talk
to your investors. What would they

CPD

talking to your design agency, auditors

‘This will happen.
Rather than
look at it as an
incremental cost,
think strategically’

like to see?
Finally, look for opportunities to get
involved in the migration. The move to
XHTML has extraordinary potential, but
it will be realised only if each link in the
reporting supply chain works together
to make it a success.

‘It may be that regulators address a

As Thomas Toomse-Smith, director of

thorny problem by allowing companies

the UK’s Financial Reporting Council’s

to file an audited pdf as well as the

Financial Reporting Lab, says: ‘This will

XHTML file,’ Rowden speculates. Watch

happen. Well implemented, it offers

this space.

companies a blank sheet to digitise or

Investors love pdfs. They love the fact

redesign key elements of their reporting

that everything is in one place and that

process. So rather than look at it as an

the document is searchable. But if the

incremental cost, think strategically.’

AB

pdf is no longer mandated, a rethink
of investor communication strategies is
inevitable for organisations.
Some may use the XHTML
document as the central pillar of their
communication strategy. Others may
choose to file a compliance document
and then issue a pdf separately, or
add further insight through alternative

Alison Thomas, consultant
More information
Get CPD units by answering questions
on this article at accaglobal.com/
abcpd. Read the FRC Lab’s report at
bit.ly/XBRLreport and ESMA’s report
at bit.ly/XBRLrequirements.
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Accounting for cryptos
Fair value, inventory or intangible asset? Gary Berchowitz gives his view on how the
profession should account for holdings of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies
Let’s start by defining cryptocurrency.
Apart from being everyone’s latest and
greatest way to get rich quickly, it is
actually intended to be a medium of

Watch n learn
View Gary Berchowitz’s video on
accounting for cryptocurrencies at
bit.ly/video-gary

investment or be able to transact in
exchange for other goods and services.
However, our good old bricks-andmortar accounting rules haven’t quite
moved with the times.

exchange, like the US dollar. And like
the US dollar, cryptocurrency has no

funkier cryptocurrencies are emerging,

intrinsic value – it is not redeemable

such as ether, ripple and litecoin (I’m

accounted for as either inventory or an

for another commodity, such as gold.

just waiting for IFRScoin to appear and

intangible asset. The logic for this view

However, unlike the greenback,

then I’m investing). To be fair, though,

is as follows: in order for accountants

cryptocurrency has no physical form, is

many of these new cryptocurrencies

to be able to measure a cryptocurrency

not legal tender in many jurisdictions

have additional or improved features

and is not currently backed by

over bitcoin – for example, they have

any government or legal entity. In

faster processing times for payments

addition, cryptocurrency supply is not

made in the cryptocurrency.

I think cryptocurrencies need to be

CPD

determined by a central bank, and
all transactions are performed and

Where the accounting starts

validated by the users of the system

The speed, ease and cost savings

without an intermediary (such as a

associated with this type of currency

bank) facilitating these functions.

mean that it has the potential to

The term cryptocurrency is

payments. Although the function of a

technology is based on public-key

cyptocurrency is to improve the ability

cryptography. For those without a PhD

of parties to transact digitally with

in programming, this merely means that

each other, to date most investors

the communication is secure from third-

in cryptocurrencies are investing

party interference.

in them with the hope of realising

at fair value, the crypto (as I dare

capital gains. And the capital gains

to abbreviate it) needs to meet the

of cryptocurrency in existence. The

have been substantial: the value

accounting definition of a financial

most popular, bitcoin, was the first

of bitcoin increased approximately

asset. And that’s where the wheels

cryptocurrency to appear, in January

700% between January 2017 and the

fall off the fair value approach, for the

2009. After a huge amount of research

beginning of November 2017.

following reasons:

There are many different types

(OK, all I did was Google ‘who accepts

Holdings of cryptocurrencies can be

bitcoin’), it appears that bitcoin is

large and their value volatile, so users

accepted by a number of large and

of financial statements probably want

small companies, including Microsoft’s

to know about them. However, today’s

Xbox store, Expedia and Helen’s Pizza

accounting standards were not written

restaurant in New Jersey. That’s not to

with cool cryptocurrencies in mind.

say I can use it to buy groceries (yet),

Most commonsense accountants

*

cryptos are not legal tender (ie cash

*

cryptos are not cash equivalents

as defined)
because their value is exposed to
significant changes in market value

*

cryptos are not a contractual right to
receive cash or a cash equivalent.

but it does seem to be gaining traction

would agree that the best accounting

Cryptos therefore fail the definition

as a viable medium of exchange.

for a cryptocurrency would be fair

of a financial asset. Unfortunately, we

value. After all, that’s the value at

are then left with only two possible

which investors will either realise their

positions:

In addition, since the marketing
companies have got hold of this, even
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used because the underpinning
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*

Cryptos are recognised as inventory

that cryptos are legal tender. However,

and measured at cost. Some of

the most compelling argument I’ve

those reasonable accountants

heard to try and land in a sensible place

I referred to before suggest we

is that IAS 32, Financial Instruments:

could maybe apply the commodity

Presentation, doesn’t actually define

broker-trader guidance in IAS 2,

cash – probably because, when it was

Inventories, and measure cryptos

written, everyone knew what cash was.

at fair value. Unfortunately, even

However, taking a look at paragraph

if an entity was actively trading in

AG3 of IAS 32, one might argue that, for

cryptos, I think it would not qualify

accounting purposes, the words ‘cash’

for the commodity broker-trader

and ‘currency’ are interchangeable.

exemption that would let it measure

*

Nor could I find any definition of

cryptos at fair value because cryptos

currency in the all-powerful IFRS book.

are not a commodity.

So again I engaged in hours of painful

If cryptos are recognised as

research (Googling the word ‘currency’).

intangible assets, the default

Following this, I think we could argue

position is to measure them at cost.

that a crypto meets the definition of

CPD

To be measured
at fair value, a
crypto must meet
the accounting
definition of a
financial asset.
And that’s where
the wheels fall off

If the cryptos are accounted for as

currency and, therefore, cash, because

that this can’t work under the current

intangible assets, an entity might be

a currency appears merely to need to

accounting requirements. But there may

able to justify there being an active

be considered a reasonable medium of

be a way of reading existing guidance

market for them, in which case the

exchange. There is at least a judgment

that would allow for at least some

cryptos could be measured at fair

to be made about whether some of

cryptos to be classified as cash and,

value. However, this still secures

the more popular cryptos are mediums

therefore, arrive at a sensible outcome.

only the runners-up prize, because

of exchange. And if we could get to

Sounds like a job for Superman, and

the movements in that fair value

cryptos as a form of cash, we could

if he’s not available, perhaps the IFRS

would be recognised through other

all breathe a collective sigh of relief

Interpretations Committee.

comprehensive income, and the

in solving at least one of the 3,245

gain would not be recycled through

outstanding questions on cryptos.

profit and loss when the cryptos
are realised.
A couple of people have challenged my

AB

Gary Berchowitz is a partner at PwC
South Africa

Cash in
Accounting for cryptos at fair value,

assertion that cryptos are not cash as

with movements reflected in profit or

defined. Some pointed out that several

loss, would provide the most useful

jurisdictions do actually acknowledge

information. There’s a strong argument

More information
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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What a relief
The planned changes to entrepreneurs’ relief have met with universal approval for
bringing fairness and encouraging ongoing engagement in growing businesses
Amid the flurry of consultation
documents that emerged from the
chancellor’s spring statement in March
were the details of the previously
advertised changes to entrepreneurs’
relief (ER). First put forward in last
November’s Budget, the consultation
focuses on how the relief can be
adapted so that the original backers
of a venture do not miss out if their
shareholding has been diluted as the
business grows.

This should end
the dilemma
between increased
personal taxation
and limiting growth
due to concerns
around raising
external finance

It is a proposal that has been met with
universal approval, though inevitably the
detail needs to be carefully reviewed
to ensure there are no unintended
consequences or opportunities for
aggressive tax planning.
Individuals will be allowed to
elect to crystallise gains in their
shares immediately before
their holding is diluted. The
taxpayer will be treated
as having sold and then
immediately reacquired
their shares at market value.
However, the dilution of the
individual’s shareholding
must be a result of an
issue of shares made
by the company for
‘genuine commercial
reasons’.
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Chas Roy-Chowdhury, head of tax
at ACCA, welcomes the move. ‘It’s a

What’s at stake?

sound proposal because if there’s a

The qualifying conditions for the relief depend on the type of asset involved. The

chance that an entrepreneur won’t get

conditions relevant for gains made on shares are as follows:

the relief, then that is not fair,’ he says.

*
*

the claimant has held at least 5% of the company’s ordinary share capital

*

the claimant has been an employee of, or office-holder in, the company, or in

*

the company is a trading company, or the holding company of a trading group.

‘To have a notional crystallisation is a
good idea.’
This view is backed up by Deloitte,
which says in a brief note that enabling
ER to be retained after a company
raises external investment is a sensible
measure to support business growth, as

the claimant has been able to exercise at least 5% of the voting rights
in the company
one or more companies that are members of the trading group

These qualifying conditions must be met for the 12 months up until the point the
shares are disposed of.

it encourages entrepreneurs to remain
involved with business, and should go
some way towards ending the dilemma

As the government argues in its

the first place – did not benefit from

between increased personal taxation

consultation, in cases where an

ER, as by the time of exit their share

and limiting growth due to concerns

individual does not want, or is not

interest had been diluted to raise

around raising external finance.

able, to make further investment,

funds for growth. ‘From 6 April next

they may choose instead to leave the

year this problem is reduced,’ he says.

introduced in 2008, entitlement to the

company, or decline to seek funding

‘Taxpayers can elect to bank their ER

current 10% rate of capital gains tax

that could help the business grow. In its

before they are diluted below the

is lost when an individual’s personal

‘Financing growth in innovative firms’

5% threshold. Moreover, there will

stake in a business falls below 5%. The

consultation, the government heard

be no tax charge until the shares are

government now recognises that this

that some respondents believed the

actually sold.’

conflicts with the intended purpose

current set-up was causing individuals

of ER, as it can act as a barrier to

to exit their company early to retain

such barriers in ‘a fair and proportionate

growth for some firms, which one can

the relief, as opposed to continuing

way’, a move welcomed by tax advisers

understand given that the objective of

to support and grow the business

and business leaders. ‘Entrepreneurs’

ER is to promote enterprise by offering

after a round of fundraising.

relief can act as a significant incentive

Under the current regime, first

a reduced rate of tax to individuals

David Kilshaw, private client services

The government wants to remove

for small and growing businesses,’

who, with significant initiative and risk,

partner at EY, says that in practice this

says Alex Henderson, tax partner

have contributed to the creation and

often meant the original founders –

at PwC. ‘The loss of the relief for

growth of a business.

who had the entrepreneurial idea in

some companies looking to raise
capital by issuing shares had proved a

A brief history of ER

barrier to growth. Even entrepreneurs
who were not affected will welcome

Following the 2008 Budget, when a flat 18% capital gains tax rate was unveiled, the

this sign of tangible support from

government created a new scheme to compensate business owners who would

the chancellor.’

previously have paid 10% tax on the sale of their businesses when maximum taper

Roy-Chowdhury recognises that the

relief was applied. This was one of a number of measures the government at the time

legislation needs to be worded as

announced to promote entrepreneurialism via the tax system.

tightly as possible to discourage tax

ER initially allowed business owners to pay the same 10% rate on the first £1m

avoidance schemes, but believes the

of business sale proceeds. In Alistair Darling’s final Budget in March 2010, the

relief could be extended further to

chancellor doubled the lifetime allowance to £2m. The limit was further extended to

encourage more entrepreneurialism.

£5m in George Osborne’s Emergency Budget, effective from 23 June 2010.

‘In a post-Brexit environment, these are

Osborne then extended the lifetime limit to £10m in his 2011 Budget. This limit has
remained unchanged since, but Osborne’s replacement Philip Hammond announced

exactly the sort of people we want to
encourage,’ he says.

AB

in his autumn Budget 2017 that he would be reviewing the system.
Philip Smith, journalist
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The view from
Richard Kerr FCCA, financial controls manager at
Aberdeen Standard Investments and Brexit seer
It was my father who

what a deal will look like.

14%

inspired me to be an

Passporting of funds is a key

Increase in global GDP in 2030 from the

accountant. After an

issue. Our combined group

accelerating development and take-up

accounting degree at

has operations in Dublin

of artificial intelligence – the equivalent

Abertay University I went

and Luxembourg, giving us

of an additional US$15.7 trillion.

into fund administration

a foothold in Europe.

Source: PwC

at Save & Prosper. I
then started my ACCA

The ACCA Qualification

Qualification and have since worked in

has created many opportunities for me

Cyber threats top risks

various roles in investment accounting

in my career. Employers immediately

Cyber threats have replaced over-

and asset management.

recognise I have the technical skills and

regulation as the top concern for banking

knowledge required. ACCA’s standing

and capital markets CEOs, says PwC. The

I manage a team of 13 in the banking

on professional and ethical issues is also

firm reports that 89% of banking CEOs

and treasury function. When I joined

widely admired.

are worried about their cybersecurity, and

there were 40 people in finance, now

93% will invest more heavily in it this year.

there are 200. We manage a wide range

ACCA’s global nature sets it apart. I’ve

of activities, from monitoring credit and

been fortunate to travel in my career,

SMEs borrow less

market risk to fees and billing clients.

including a secondment to Luxembourg.

SME demand for finance fell last year,

In August 2017 Standard Life merged

I have been a member of ACCA’s

Turner Little. But its survey also found

with Aberdeen Asset Management.

financial services network panel for

SME debt levels to be uneven across UK

We’re still working through many

seven years. I first got involved for

regions. Small firms in Northern Ireland

aspects of the merger. Systems

the networking. To be able to connect

owe an average of £98,192 each, more

integration is a major focus for finance.

with other ACCA members in financial

than twice the average for the second

services in London has been invaluable.

most indebted region, the south west of

according to company formation agents

England, where the average is £44,838.

One of the biggest issues facing our
sector is Brexit. We have separate

I also wanted to put something back

The figure in the east of England is

project streams focused on anticipating

into ACCA. We have organised many

£22,472 per business.

memorable events, including one

We have separate
project streams
focused on
anticipating what a
Brexit deal will look
like. Passporting of
funds is a key issue

with world record-holder cyclist Mark

SMEs’ crossborder role

Beaumont, who emphasised how to

Almost half of Irish crossborder trade

bring a team together from a diverse

is conducted by small firms located

background. Being an advocate for the

in Northern Ireland, according to the

profession and regularly speaking to

Northern Ireland Statistics and Research

high school and university students is

Agency. It also found that small

also incredibly rewarding.

firms with under 50 people comprise
93% of Northern Irish businesses that

Outside of work I enjoy tackling fund-

export to the Republic of Ireland. The

raising challenges. One that stands

Republic is the North’s largest export

out was the Rob Roy Challenge – a

market, worth £4bn a year, but 3.7 times

15-mile hike and 50-mile bike ride in the

more sales go to Great Britain.

Scottish Highlands.
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Tapping into tech
For CFOs and the finance function the latest advances in digital technology are
creating significant opportunities for operations. But with these come challenges
Digital technology is revolutionising

The importance of analytics – the
systematic computational analysis of

of the day-to-day work in finance. It

operate. It is opening new channels

data or statistics – has increased with

can therefore free up finance staff to

to market, creating additional ways to

the proliferation of data. Analytics can

perform more value-added activities.

connect with customers, and enabling

help companies to see patterns in their

Jawad Jamil, CFO at Gulf Healthcare

new opportunities for accessing,

data that enable them to predict issues

International, reports significantly

processing and interpreting data. For

and triggers before they happen rather

improved efficiency and productivity as

finance functions too, it presents a

than simply react after the event. It can

a result of introducing more automated

significant opportunity. Technology can

also speed up problem-solving and

processes. ‘It has allowed us to be

enhance the performance of traditional

improve the quality of decision-making.

more customer-focused and allocate
resources towards growth,’ he says.

activities, and help finance teams
provide more powerful support to

Strategic analytics

‘It has led us to pursue projects that

operational business units.

CFOs who use analytics to combine

previously would have required a higher

finance data with other datasets will

degree of investment costs.’

But getting the most from technology
isn’t necessarily easy. Any investment

understand market trends better and be

needs to support organisational and

well placed to play a more strategic role.

While RPA is relatively well
established, AI is only just beginning to

finance objectives and has to be

be incorporated into finance function

backed up by a clear business case. The

technologies. AI involves developing

impact on the organisation, particularly

computer systems able to perform

on existing roles and future talent

tasks that normally require human

needs, must also be understood. So

intelligence, such as visual perception,

how can CFOs get to grips with the
technological opportunities open to
them and maximise their chances of
successful implementation?
A recent ACCA report, The race
for relevance, explores technology
opportunities for the finance function
and identifies the key steps required

‘Analytics enables
you to think
forward, think
strategically, about
business goals
and solutions’

for an implementation programme.

speech recognition and decisionmaking. RPA and AI technologies
are complementary and can be
implemented together or individually.

Next logical step
In finance, AI could have a number of
applications, such as resolving data
queries identified from RPA data input.

Drawing on the experiences of more

‘Machine learning is the next logical

than 50 finance and industry experts,

‘Analytics helps you to look at macro

step to liberate finance professionals

the report considers six technologies

data, human behaviour and your own

from redundant, low-value work,’

that can benefit the finance function:

performance,’ says Sanjay Rughani, CEO

says Thomas Zipperle, CFO of SAP

cloud, cyber, social media, analytics,

of Standard Chartered Bank in Tanzania.

South East Asia. ‘Greater automation

robotic process automation (RPA) and

‘You combine everything towards good

means improved data accuracy. No

artificial intelligence (AI). Between them,

decision-making. It enables you to

matter how small or large the digital

these six technologies can enhance

think forward, think strategically, about

investment, finance teams can build

finance processes, protect information

business goals and solutions.’

trust with the accuracy of automated

assets, support internal and external

64

to manage an increasing amount

the way that successful businesses

RPA, which is software that can be

data analysis. It also means we can focus

communication, and improve corporate

easily programmed to perform basic

on value-added activities that AI can’t

decision-making.

tasks across applications, can be used

easily replicate.’
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greater confidence in data security and

Some specialist skills, however, may

needed to address the risk of potential

resilience supports the development

have to be brought in.

bias in the results generated by AI.

of new business services and improves

Unintentional omissions in datasets, for

finance function response times.

Human intellect will also still be

example, can potentially skew results.

Similarly, CFOs already recognise the

‘Finance is going to have to invest
in people,’ says John Ashworth, senior
vice president, finance operations,

So as a machine ‘learns’, users need to

value of social media, which can help

at pharmaceutical company Smith &

be aware of inherent bias and review

business to reach potential customers

Nephew. ‘You need to recognise that

output, adjusting datasets accordingly.

and CFOs to network with peers. In fact,

there are [people with] new and highly

failing to use social media effectively

prized skills coming onto the market

technologies also offer benefits to

can now be seen as a sign of individual

whom you need to go out to acquire –

finance functions and CFOs. Compared

or corporate weakness. From an internal

data analysts and data scientists.’

with legacy infrastructure, for example,

perspective too, social media can help

cloud technologies provide high

to support effective communication

old ones may become redundant. CFOs

functionality at a low cost. They enable

and support the development of

need to understand the organisational

flexible and remote working, so that

collaborative and innovative cultures.

impact of technological change.

Cloud, cyber and social media

But just as new skills are needed, so

Although individuals may move into

geographically dispersed teams can

Skills challenge

alternative roles, headcounts are likely

But if technology presents opportunities,

to go down in the long term. Finance

needs no explanation. Investment

it also brings challenges. One of the

professionals of the future, however, are

in cyber-risk management needs to

biggest is accessing the new skills that

likely to be working higher up the value

cover both technical defences, and

are needed across the finance function.

chain, partnering with operational teams

remediation and recovery if a risk

Some existing staff may need to be

to increase revenues.

crystallises. Such investment can

upskilled – and younger staff may be

deliver real business benefits where

able to educate more senior employees.

work on the same project in real time.
The importance of cybersecurity

AB
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Putting more ‘I’ in ‘BI’
More than 150 software companies have jumped on the information highway
bandwagon. But how do you use business intelligence intelligently, asks Liam Bastick
In today’s competitive environment,

The paradigm has shifted and

21 days old or worse. Knowledge and

the need for timely data that can be

dynamic change is what’s needed – not

wisdom based on these methods were

sliced and diced in a myriad of ways

just from businesses but from service

mere pipedreams.

has never been more essential.

providers too. More than 150 software

With a lack of agility, flexibility and

companies have jumped on the

timeliness, these mechanisms made

and costs reports instantaneously to

information highway bandwagon to turn

the term ‘business intelligence’ (BI)

identify trends, recognise issues and

data into something, well, more.

the epitomal oxymoron. The speed of

Senior managers need access to sales

allow their companies to steal a march

In the past, spreadsheets and

change had to change speedily.

on rivals. Many organisations attempt to

management information systems

collate this with the humble spreadsheet

typically served up a succession

this expectation gap. Some have tried

– a reliable solution but not one that

of knowledge metrics, namely key

to take the organisation along the

takes data by the scruff of the neck and

performance indicators (KPIs) that were

whole journey, from data to wisdom;

wrings out the knowledge in an efficient

relevant 18 months previously when

others have focused on key areas such

and effective way. It’s very old school.

the process was decided, with results

as informative charts and dashboards.

Many companies have tried to plug

There’s nothing wrong with seeking a

What’s out there?
Software

Description

IBM

Building on from the more ‘traditional’ Cognos, Watson has
become part-celebrity in this environment and has been a
case study for many studying accountants.

Microsoft Power BI

A new kid on the block, the software giant has made no
secret of the fact it wants to cut out the middle man and has
set its price and ease of use accordingly. The joke often told
that the only three buttons any management information
system requires are ‘OK’, ‘Cancel’ and ‘Export to Excel’
becomes more relevant by the day.

complete solution or a simple fix as long
as the end user recognises what the
tools address and, just as importantly,
how expensive they are. That’s right: you
have to analyse the analytical tools.
What are the key objectives of BI tools?

*

Extraction: data is pulled from one

*

Transformation: data is manipulated

or more sources (data).
and/or cleaned so that it may
be analysed more efficiently
(information).

Oracle

Favoured by businesses using its software already, it is
recognised for having powerful BI and visualisation tools.

*

Loading: data is added to a

Qlik

Offering a suite of tools (QlikView is particularly well known),
this software focuses on self-service business intelligence.

*

Calculation, relation and correlation:

Salesforce

Well known for its customer relationship management
(CRM) system, Salesforce offers a range of BI tools such
as Einstein Analytics.

SAP

Many organisations use the enterprise resource planning
(ERP) tool, so SAP has developed several BI tools to work in
tandem, such as BusinessObjects and SAP Analytics Cloud.

SAS

SAS has various tools that provide visual reporting solutions
(visual analytics) and powerful tools more often in the realm
of data scientists than data analysts.

Tableau

This is one of the original entrants in the BI arena, offering
visualisation tools with real-time and predictive analytics.

reporting system (information).
data is linked as relationships
are defined and calculations are
performed to gain knowledge.

*

Reporting and what-if analysis:
outputs are prepared numerically
or graphically with the ability to
perform sensitivity and scenario
analyses (knowledge and wisdom).

When assessing such revolutionary
tools, here are 10 important questions:
1. Can this solution access my business
data? Not everything is in Excel;
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no matter how sophisticated and
clever the tool is, if it cannot forge
links to the required data sources, it
is not right for you.
2. How easy is it to work with live
data? Foreign exchange traders will
not accept monthly updating. An
extreme example of course, but the
point is well made: how easy is it
to update data and how long does
that process take?

There’s nothing
wrong with seeking
a complete solution
or a simple fix as
long as the end
user recognises
what the tools
address

8. How easy is it to share the
outputs, workload, reports etc?
Some tools require logging into
a secure system, which prevents
customers, shareholders and other
key stakeholders from accessing
information that may be relevant.
Can reporting be shared inter- and
intra-departmentally?
9. Does the software require internet
access? Many businesses do not
trust the non-fluffy cloud or operate

3. How easy is it to create ad hoc

in strict regimes where placing data

reports? Even top-spec software

on third-party servers is prohibited.

needs to be customisable. KPIs

– but it’s not used because it is

move on and, as information leads

more sophisticated and unforgiving

to knowledge, wisdom will require

of mistakes. Software requiring

changes to reporting over time and

PhDs in IT are unlikely to lead the

systems are more secure than

other dimensions. Can new data

market or be a term of endearment

others. These systems tend to be

be added from new sources with

for analysts.

less flexible and more expensive, so

relative ease? Can granularity of

6. What’s the bang for buck? What

This is often a deal-breaker.
10. How secure is the data? Some

a trade-off must be considered.

does it deliver per element

It is difficult to determine what is

4. Does it provide automated insights?

of scarce resource? This may

right for you, but there are the ‘usual

Today’s analyst needs to analyse

not be a dollar figure: it may

suspects’ (see box opposite).

rather than prepare. Tomorrow’s

be reporting time, staff hours,

analyst will seek help in finding

computing requirements,

but it’s riskier to continue to rely on

bandwidth, and so on.

spreadsheeting. Manage your data now

data be modified?

correlations in large datasets that
may be too unwieldy for the less
experienced or time-poor.
5. Is it user-friendly? Access is much

7. What is the level of customer

The options can be daunting,

before it manages your organisation.

support? Is it easy to get answers
to questions quickly? Do answers

Liam Bastick is director of financial

more powerful than everyone’s

make sense and come from a

modelling specialists SumProduct

second favourite software, Excel

helpdesk you trust?

(sumproduct.com)
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Better-behaved boards
A range of reforms represent a significant shift in the UK’s corporate governance
framework and will have implications for businesses of all sizes, says Steve Giles
Corporate governance has been in a

and continuing poor behaviour and

constant state of evolution since the

governance by a small number of

publication of the original Cadbury

companies is potentially damaging to

Report in 1992. Periodically, the speed

the reputation of big business. BHS

of change accelerates in response to
specific circumstances. For example,
senior executive accounting fraud at
Enron, WorldCom and other large
listed companies in the US led directly
to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.
Years later, the failure of Lehman
Brothers, Royal Bank of Scotland and

The governance
lens has been
turned for the
first time on large,
privately owned
businesses

collapse of Carillion has added to
concerns.
The government’s ‘world-leading
package’ of measures aims to
enhance public trust in business. The
Financial Reporting Council (FRC)
is also conducting a fundamental
review of the corporate governance

other financial institutions during

code, incorporating the government’s

the global financial crisis of 2007-09
produced a tightening of laws, codes

to increasing scrutiny because their

suggestions. Taken together, these

and regulations in many jurisdictions.

actions impact on a wide range of

initiatives represent a significant shift in

stakeholders. A combination of the

the UK’s governance framework, with

coming to corporate governance in

failure to hold to account the boards

implications for all large businesses,

the UK. Large organisations are subject

of failed institutions during the crisis

listed and privately owned alike.

Now another wave of change is

68
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Government reform
The government announced its

In a nutshell

proposals, following consultation, in

Government’s governance reforms

August 2017. Its objective is to raise

Changes to executive pay at listed companies

companies, both to shareholders and

*
*
*

FRC’s proposed revisions to the corporate governance code

stakeholders, especially employees.

*
*
*

Shorter and restructured

significantly the levels of transparency
and accountability in the UK’s largest

There are three key areas of reform.
The first is executive pay in listed
companies. A mixture of new law

Voluntary set of corporate governance principles for large private companies
Directors required to promote the interests of employees and other stakeholders

Clear focus on fundamental principles
Wider stakeholder focus – culture, diversity, succession planning

and code revisions includes: annual
disclosure of the ratio of CEO pay

employees’ interests are better

sections: leadership and purpose;

to the average pay of the company’s

represented at board level in listed

division of responsibilities;

UK workforce; extension of the

companies. A new code principle will

composition, succession and

recommended minimum vesting

establish the importance of employee

evaluation; audit, risk and internal

period for executive share awards

and stakeholder views reaching the

control; and remuneration.

from three to five years; introduction

board. In support, there will be a new

Crucially, the old section E

of a public register of significant

code provision requiring companies

(relations with shareholders) is

shareholder opposition (20% or

to introduce one of three employee

now integrated throughout the

more) to pay awards; and broader

engagement mechanisms: assign a

revised code, as shareholder

responsibility for remuneration

non-executive director to represent

engagement is a key aspect of good

committees to oversee pay and

employees; create an employee

corporate governance.

incentives across the company.

advisory council; or nominate a director

The second area is turning the

from the workforce. The government

*

The code principles are highlighted
at the start of each section, as their

governance lens for the first time on

intends to bring the legislative reforms

application is essential to high

large, privately owned businesses.

into effect by June 2018.

governance standards. Supporting

The FRC is to develop a voluntary set

principles are removed – many are

of corporate governance principles

Revised code

included in the new guidance on

for large private companies. Also, all

The FRC published its proposed

board effectiveness. The number of

companies of a significant size will

revisions to the code in December

detailed code provisions is reduced

be required by law to disclose their

2017. Consultation ended in February,

and, as now, companies adopt them

governance arrangements in the annual

and the responses are currently being

on a comply-or-explain basis.

report and on their websites. Indications

considered. The aim is to improve

are that 1,000 employees might be the

governance practices to promote the

size threshold. These measures could

long-term success of listed companies

the importance of culture, diversity

apply to large LLPs too.

and the continued attractiveness of the

and succession planning based

UK capital market to global investors.

on merit and objective criteria.

The final area of reform is promoting
the interests of employees and other

Overall, the FRC’s proposals retain

*

The revisions incorporate a wider
stakeholder focus and acknowledge

This is an important development:

stakeholders through directors’ duties.

many elements of the current code but

sustainable success depends on

Under s172 of the Companies Act

adapt others to reflect the changing

aligning company purpose, strategy

2006, directors must take account of

economic and social climate.

various interests (including employees,

There are three notable features that,

and values.
The FRC aims to publish a final version

customers and suppliers) when taking

if confirmed, will change the code’s

of the code during the summer, to apply

decisions. All companies of a significant

appearance and breadth and help

to accounting periods beginning on or

size will now have to explain how their

to improve the quality of corporate

after 1 January 2019.

directors comply with s172.

governance in the UK:

The government has also asked the
FRC to amend the code to ensure

*

AB

The revised code is shorter and

Steve Giles is an independent

sharper. It is re-ordered into five

consultant, lecturer and author
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£43m
The amount local councils spent

The view from
Steven Davies FCCA, CFO and deputy CEO, Moorfields
Eye Hospital, and long-suffering devotee of the oval ball

on pothole compensation
claims last year.

My principal role is being
the executive lead on

Source: Cycling UK

the board for finance
and leading the finance

plans; helping move these
forward requires a lot of time
working with our regulators
and other partners.

directorate. I have a wider
portfolio of responsibilities,
deputising for the chief

Social care warning
Funding reform risks leaving councils

executive and also for the
estates directorate, and information
technology.

with too little money to pay for the
rising costs of adult social care, warns a

My job is pretty varied and there are

new study from the Institute for Fiscal

many different things to do, but I usually

Studies. Adult social care funding: a

have lots of meetings during the day.

local or national responsibility points to

These can be anything from attending

a growing funding gap. The government

board meetings, chairing committees or

plans to abolish general grant funding

meeting external partners. I try to leave

for councils from 2020. However,

the office by 6.30pm to get home by

revenue from council tax and business

8.00pm so that I can say goodnight to my

rates, which will finance the bulk of

young daughter.

local authority spending from then on,
is unlikely to be able to keep pace with

The NHS is experiencing significant

growth in adult social care costs.

financial challenges at present. As a

Tax on empty homes

consequence, my team and I put a great
and financial performance to maintain

housing market, the government has

a sustainable position for Moorfields

allowed local authorities to double

Hospital. We also have significant capital

the rate of council tax on houses left
vacant for two or more years, and use
the extra income to reduce council tax
for working families. There are 200,000
long-term empty properties in England.
said: ‘This new power will equip councils
with the tools they need to encourage
owners of long-term empty properties
to bring them back into use – and at the
same time tackle the harmful effect they
have on communities through squatting,
vandalism and anti-social behaviour.’
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I really enjoy working with people and
helping drive improvements in the care
and research we offer to patients. The
NHS is full of fantastic, committed and
caring staff, who are hugely uplifting
to work alongside. I also really enjoy
the variety that’s part and parcel of
working in a hospital; there are always
opportunities to get involved in diverse
and exciting initiatives.

deal of energy into financial planning

In an effort to tackle problems in the

Local government minister Rishi Sunak

After seven great years I’m
moving on from Moorfields
at the end of this month
and taking up the post of FD with Guy’s
and St Thomas’ NHS foundation trust.
There’s a lot to be done before I leave,
alongside the usual financial year-end
work for Moorfields.

The NHS is full
of fantastic,
committed and
caring staff, who
are hugely uplifting
to work alongside

My advice to others is always be
prepared to empower yourself. Being
proactive and delivery-focused is an
approach that will help your career
more often than not. I’ve been really
fortunate to work with and for some
fantastically talented people. My biggest
achievement to date is joining the
board of Moorfields and working with
the executive team and wider board on
driving forward numerous initiatives.
I have a young family, so I spend
most of my time away from work
attending weekend clubs, etc. I’m also a
passionate Welsh rugby fan, which has a
few ups and many downs. AB
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Public sector goes digital
ACCA’s eighth International Public Sector Conference, held in Singapore, looked
at the issues around talent, transparency and accountability in a digital world
In March, Singapore became
the first Asia-Pacific host of the
ACCA International Public Sector
Conference. Co-organised by the
Singapore Accountancy Commission
(SAC), this year’s theme was ‘The
Digital Public Sector’.
Guest of honour was SAC chairman
Chaly Mah. The opening address was
given by Alex Metcalfe, ACCA’s head
of public sector policy, in which he
suggested that technology had created
new opportunities for governments
to interface with the public, as well as
providing services and information at an
unprecedented scale.
Alan Hatfield, ACCA’s executive
director – strategy and development,
noted the appropriateness of the event’s
location as Singapore assumes the chair
of ASEAN, with a focus on the digital

Alan Hatfield, ACCA’s executive director – strategy and
development, updated delegates on ACCA’s curriculum.

economy and a single digital market
across the member nations.

Pace of change
The conference heard that while
the digital age provides many
new opportunities for the public
sector, there are also numerous
challenges that come with it. One is
the unprecedented pace of change,
which Mah said was evolving ‘not in
a linear manner but an exponential
one’. He also cautioned that with data
digitalisation, issues of privacy and
security had become more crucial
than ever. This was in line with the
findings of ACCA’s 2016 report, 50
drivers of change in the public sector,
which named cybersecurity challenges
for government as one of the most
important global drivers of change.
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Guest of honour Chaly Mah, chairman of SAC, warned
that the pace of change is evolving exponentially.
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Anthony Harbinson; Leong Soo Yee, ACCA’s market director – ASEAN and ANZ;
and Sandra Särav, global affairs director in the Estonian government CIO office.
across the service, redesigning learning
and career support paradigms, and
embracing technology.‘

Education
In terms of professional education,
Hatfield described updates to
ACCA’s curriculum, including the
introduction of a new Ethics and
Professional Skills module, which
rigorously assesses students’ ability
to demonstrate best practice and
principle-based approaches to ethical
dilemmas. ‘In the age of automation
and algorithms, these judgments
become more and more important to
a professional working in the public
sector,’ he said.
‘We need expertly trained public
sector employees,’ he added. ‘After
all, it’s the skilled people working
Anthony Harbinson and Martin Turner, former ACCA presidents; Alex Metcalfe,
ACCA’s head of public sector policy; and Belinda Young, ACCA Council member.

in the public sector that can make
it stronger, using technology to
support and bolster public services.
The opportunities and indeed the

service division of the Singapore prime

challenges for professional accountants

ways in which finance professionals in

minister’s office, gave examples of

in the public sector have arguably

the public sector could stay relevant.

how the city state’s public service was

never been greater.’

Dr Koh Chee Wee, director (leadership

preparing for the future. These included

and workforce capabilities) in the public

implementing a clear vision and mission

Panellists and speakers also discussed

AB

Rufus Tan, journalist
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Recognising advocates
ACCA’s inaugural advocacy awards celebrate the contributions of members to
promoting ACCA and the profession, and inspiring fellow and future members
Many ACCA members

inspiring and supporting

around the world have

fellow and future members.

inspiring stories of their

The advocacy awards are

journey to, and through,

not about career achievement;

membership. ACCA recently

they’re about the ways in

took the opportunity to thank

which members give back,

those who have been using

and help ACCA to develop

their membership to build the

the next generation and

profession and inspire others.

shape the profession that the

Advocacy is a broad term

world needs.

but in essence we use it to
mean an expression of public

The awards

support for ACCA or the

ACCA has been involved in

accountancy profession. It

a range of awards for many

comes from a place of pride:

years, recognising members’

members who’ve invested so

achievements in individual

much in achieving the ACCA

countries. More recently, a

Qualification, membership

number of countries have

and success in their career use

begun to recognise the

their experiences to inspire

category of advocacy: the

and educate others.

unsung heroes among

Advocacy is not a one-off

work hard, often unseen, to

feeling of pride in the global

promote the profession and

ACCA community, in a shared

provide opportunity.

belief in access to opportunity,

74

In 2017, ACCA launched

public value and ethical

its first regional and global

professionalism, and a desire

advocacy awards. Members

to spread the word.

from 16 countries nominated

While there are excellent

It is a recognition
of the unsung
heroes among
the membership,
who work hard,
often unseen,
to promote the
profession

ACCA’s membership who

activity, or a competition; it’s a

peers who they felt best

examples of everyday

displayed the ACCA values

advocacy from thousands

of opportunity, diversity,

of members around the

innovation, accountability and

world, ACCA has recently

integrity in their advocacy

launched regional and global

activity.

advocacy awards to recognise

The entries highlighted the

a number of members who

way in which advocates have

go above and beyond. These

been promoting ACCA and

individuals, nominated by

the profession in schools,

their peers, make an active

colleges and universities;

contribution to promoting

supporting students and

ACCA or the profession, and

fellow members to grow
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Matt Dolphin’s story
ACCA gave me confidence. When I started out I never saw
myself as intellectual or bright. When you pass the exams,
you realise you do have the ability to apply yourself. Since
then I’ve done a master’s, studied at a Harvard summer
programme and taken the Institute of Directors exams. And
I’ve worked at FTSE 100 and 250 companies because ACCA
gives you credibility.
I’m proud to belong to a globally recognised body. With
its constant research, it influences governments, business
and society. That’s a big deal. After spending several years
slogging away – while working and perhaps raising a family –
you never forget the pride in passing those exams.
Advocacy involves individuals giving up their time to
tell other people about what ACCA means to them as
individuals and therefore what it could do for others.
An active advocate seeks to publicise the profession and
is prepared to stand up and say why ACCA is great. This

Matt Dolphin receives his advocacy award as regional
winner for Europe and the Americas from ACCA
president Leo Lee at a ceremony in March.

happens at networking events, in the workplace and in other
forums. Advocacy is mentoring others who are seeking to

newly qualified members, which aims to equip them with

choose a professional qualification. It is about investing in

softer skills such as giving presentations or influencing. As

other people.

well as being a speaker, I have proposed younger members

I have worked on advocacy for ACCA in the UK over the
last few years, including at the annual Member Engagement
Conference. I was also invited to speak recently at events

of my team for the programme, as it adds to their skillset and
raises ACCA’s profile within the organisation.
Proactive ACCA advocacy requires belief and authenticity.

in Canada, where ACCA is working hard with colleges and

Advocacy has been a great personal experience, as I am

universities to increase its footprint.

able to share my story, which I know has impacted people.

ACCA runs a Leaders of Tomorrow programme for selected

in their career; building
ACCA’s brand and reputation

*

in their local community;
and contributing thought
leadership to ACCA and the

*

broader profession.

The winners

*

advocacy award winners were
announced at an awards
ceremony in March, which

Emerging markets:

members of ACCA Council

ceremony. ‘Being an advocate

Daniela Vasilescu FCCA,

and the International

encompasses all sorts of

from Romania

Assembly, who were

activities and isn’t onerous:

Europe and Americas:

impressed by the diversity

many of us do it every day

Matt Dolphin FCCA, from

of the entries and the

without even realising. It

the UK

contributions that the regional

can include anything from

Asia Pacific: Quin Thong

winners had made to the

a discussion over coffee to

Siew Quen FCCA, from

profession.

presentations in schools or

Hong Kong

The following five regional

*

It’s fulfilling to know I am making a difference.

‘I am inspired every day by

on panels, to staying actively

MENASA: Nandika

my fellow ACCA members,

involved with ACCA and

Buddhipala FCCA, from

and am honoured to be

its activities. You simply have

Sri Lanka.

officially recognising the huge

to be willing to share with

was attended by ACCA

Mutati was also named overall

contribution our members are

another person or group of

Council members and the

winner at the awards, and

making,’ said ACCA president

people the pride you feel

award nominees.

ACCA Global Advocate of the

Leo Lee speaking at the

in membership.’ AB

*

Year 2017.

Sub-Saharan Africa:
Felix Mutati FCCA,
from Zambia

The regional and global
awards were judged by

More information
See details on the advocacy awards at bit.ly/ACCA-advocacy
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Annual General
Meeting 2018
ACCA Council notifies ACCA Members that ACCA’s 2018
AGM will be held on 15 November 2018.
This notice of date is given under bye-law 44(a).
Find out more on accaglobal.com/agm
Please note that the deadline for submission of
nominations for election to Council is 15 August 2018, in
accordance with bye-law 16. The deadline for submission
of members’ resolutions is 15 August 2018, in accordance
with bye-law 46.
Andrew Steele
ACCA Secretary

AB magazine:
go digital!
Read on an app or online

Try the app and change your format
preferences at accaglobal.com/ab

UK_AGM_and_ABDigital_ADs.indd 76
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Council update
ACCA’s governing body met in Glasgow in March to be updated
on activities, performance and other strategic issues
strategic alliance with
CA ANZ.

*

Council noted a report
from the Qualifications
Board, including the
review of the December
2017 examination results,
noting that the board
had ratified the results
and no major issues had
been raised.

*

Council received
a presentation on
ACCA’s response to
the Monitoring Group
consultation on the
future of standard-setting

*

Council received a

subscription for

arrangements relating to

presentation from

2019. Following a

audit and ethics.

The meeting featured

the chief executive,

recommendation from

discussions and

focusing on the results

a group of committee

decisions on a number of

of the most recent

chairmen, Council also

chairman of the Market

important matters.

satisfaction surveys, and

approved the measures

Oversight Committee

*

Council confirmed

received an update on

and targets to be

on the work of the

Mark Millar as its

strategic performance

used to track ACCA’s

committee, focusing

preferred nominee

to 31 January 2018 and

strategic performance

on the committee’s

for vice president for

key strategic matters

in 2018-19.

oversight role.

2018-19. (The formal

and issues.

Council met on Saturday
10 March in Glasgow.

elections for ACCA’s
officers will take

*

*

Council broke into

*

Council received the
annual report from

*

*

Council also received a
presentation from the

Council received
reports from the

discussion groups to

the chairman of the

Nominating Committee,

place at the annual

consider the first phase

Regulatory Board,

Remuneration

Council meeting

of the implementation of

including progress on

Committee, Governance

immediately following

the governance review

priorities, progress

Design Committee,

the AGM).

following the bye-law

made by each of the

Audit Committee,

The president updated

changes approved by

sub-boards and data

Resource Oversight

Council on his and the

members at the AGM

on the operation of the

Committee and

officers’ activities since

in 2017.

regulatory functions.

Market Oversight

Council received an

Committee meetings

update on ACCA’s

held in February.

November, including
attendance at events

*

Council approved the
proposed budget for

*

AB

in Cyprus, Ethiopia,

the organisation for

partnerships with

Kazakhstan, Poland and

2018-19, including the

other professional

Council’s next meeting will

the UK.

proposed membership

bodies, including the

be in Beijing on 23 June 2018
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Alliance moves forward
As we approach the second anniversary of the strategic alliance between ACCA and
CA ANZ, the chief executives of the professional bodies provide a progress update
Next month marks two years
since ACCA and Chartered

London and Sydney.
Both chief executives say
one of the most satisfying

ACCA and CA ANZ have achieved significant results since the

New Zealand (CA ANZ)

results of the alliance is

alliance was formed in June 2016. For example:

launched the strategic

seeing members come
together at events in these

*

co-locating offices in London, Sydney, Hong Kong,

alliance, a partnership that
is already providing many

locations. These have ranged

benefits for members of

from networking events to

*

launching two major joint research projects, with more in

the two organisations and

CPD sessions, including

making a positive impact on

discussions, debates and

the global stage.

presentations focusing on

By sharing expertise across

new developments affecting

geographies and sectors,

the profession and career

the alliance has created

opportunities. Some are joint

a stronger voice for its

events; others are hosted by

800,000-plus current and next

one body to which members

generation of professional

of the other are invited.

Malaysia and Singapore
the pipeline, including research on the impact of robotics
on the profession

*

making joint submissions to global accountancy

*

making a global impact, which is increasing the brand

*

hosting hundreds of events, bringing together ACCA and

regulators and standard-setters
strength of both qualifications
CA ANZ members.

highlights the two bodies’

A global voice

members and 486,000

executive – who joined the

pooling of resources to

Influencing global debates

students across 181 countries.

organisation in August 2017,

work together on a number

is a key aspect of this. The

At ground level, the move

a year after the alliance was

of policy and research

alliance’s joint response

has seen the organisations

agreed – says that even in

initiatives, resulting in

to the Monitoring Group’s

come together physically,

this short period of time, he

joint reports such as the

proposals on strengthening

with staff co-locating in a

has seen significant progress.

G20 Public trust in tax and

the governance and

number of cities around the

‘The aligning of the ACCA

Directors responsibilities for

oversight of the international

world, including Singapore,

and CA ANZ brands is having

financial reporting: what you

audit-related standard-

Hong Kong and Malaysia,

a positive impact on the

need to know. ‘There has

setting boards is one such

as well as in headquarters in

standing of the profession,

been great mutual support

example. This group,

particularly in

at the leadership and staff

which was created by a

Asia, and this

level, where we’ve been able

number of international

is consistent

to share ways to develop,

regulators – such as the

with our

as well as giving members

International Organization

governments’

access to each other’s events

of Securities Commissions,

focus on

and networks,’ she says.

the Basel Committee on

accountants. That’s 315,000

Rick Ellis, CA ANZ’s chief

‘There has been
great enthusiasm
for the alliance
from members,
and we will
continue to seek
better ways to
work together’

78

Alliance in action

Accountants Australia and

strengthening

And, Brand adds, the

Banking Supervision and the

trade and ties in

alliance has challenged old-

European Commission – has

this region,’ he

order concepts about which

worked with the International

says.

professional accountancy

Federation of Accountants

bodies can work together,

to ensure greater public

executive,

giving the combined voices

accountability in the

Helen Brand,

of the two organisations a

standard-setting process.

agrees. She

greater weight.

ACCA’s chief

‘We both issued our own

Accounting and Business May 2018
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Creating value for members
Watch Helen Brand and Rick Ellis bring members up to date
on the strategic alliance at accaglobal.com/alliance

major piece of research the

‘The students can start

two bodies are collaborating

the programme on a work

on, along with KPMG, is a

permit in Australia and New

responses, but then we

help to inform developments

report that will investigate

Zealand, and then transition

submitted a joint response,

for ACCA.’

the role of robotics and

from our CA programme to

artificial intelligence in the

an ACCA designation back

finance sector.

in their home country once

which I think was very
powerful,’ Brand says.
‘We have a number of

Brand agrees, adding that
the alliance is exploring
more joint initiatives: ‘We

‘The very strong feedback

they have met the qualifying
criteria,’ Ellis explains.

strategic priorities, which are

are both looking at the

from our members is that we

focused around how we lead

wider components of the

need to focus on accounting

the accounting and finance

profession, and the different

professionals, the services

there is the World Congress

profession confidently,

areas of learning that people

and communities of the

of Accountants, to be hosted

guiding and supporting

in the finance profession

future,’ Ellis says.

by CA ANZ in Sydney in

it through disruptive

more widely might need. We

change to a sustainable

need to ensure that everyone

of the alliance is to allow

is an opportunity for both

future,’ observes Ellis. Both

has the right qualifications

members to use their

organisations to demonstrate

organisations are continuing

and skills. A huge part of this

qualifications in a number

the alliance in action.

to introduce innovations into

is digital delivery.’

of different locations,

their qualifications.

One of the key elements

In terms of future events,

November (see page 48). It

‘There has been great

improving their international

enthusiasm for the

Digital delivery

mobility. Ellis highlights one

alliance from our members,’

extraordinary parallels

Both chief executives

programme that will enable

says Brand. ‘We will continue

in the ambitions that we

acknowledge the massive

overseas students to start

to seek out bigger and better

have,’ Ellis says. ‘ACCA can

influence that technology is

their training in Australia

ways to work together.’

support us, we can learn

continuing to have within the

or New Zealand before

from it, but equally we can

profession. Indeed the next

heading back to home.

‘There are some

AB

Philip Smith, journalist
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Upcoming events
ACCA has a broad programme of over 200 events and webinars this year, providing
members with CPD, technical updates and excellent networking opportunities
Events

head of tax, professional

development. Learn more at

salespeople advertising our

development, will cover

this session.

own personal brand. Not all

Data analytics – the

two finance acts and the

integrated and analytical

Finance Bill in 2017; personal

Tax and budget update

this. This event will show you

accountant

tax issues, property tax,

23 May, Newcastle, free

how to approach clients in an

1 May, Enfield, free

business tax and corporation

An update on the latest

entirely new way.

2 May, Bromley, free

tax issues including capital

issues in tax – including

Many accountants have

allowances; CGT and IHT

property taxation, and

access to numerous data

updates; and VAT issues

residence and domicile issues

sources and large volumes

in 2018.

– and a review of topical

Internal audit conference

case law developments

15 May, Birmingham,

from Tim Mallon, who has

starting from £189

of data. Data analytics is the

of us are comfortable with

Professional courses

tool to automate reporting,

Motivational mapping

share analysis, improve

22 May, Hove, free

Anyone with

accuracy and leverage data

Motivational maps provide

an interest in

so that it is in the hands

individuals, managers

of the decision-makers

and organisations with

in real time. Delivered in

accurate, intelligent and

partnership with InterWorks,

practical information on

these events will get to the

what motivates people,

heart of data analytics.

as well as how motivated
they are. Information

Budget update

gained from motivational

12 May, Cardiff, free

maps can support

In this four-hour session

engagement, recruitment,

Michael Steed, BPP’s

reward and team

King of KPIs
David Parmenter
hosts three
masterclasses,
which will
address key issues
to help make your
business better

internal audit is
facing increasing
challenges,
including new
technology
and greater
regulation,
demands from
stakeholders
for better and
predictive
assurance on
business delivery,

Insurers in the automated world

over 30 years’ experience

new business models and

10 May, London, free

and has acted as tax partner

the advent of artificial

Join your peers and hear from Josh May FCCA, solutions

for a number of firms of

intelligence. Internal audit

consultant at BlackLine, who will present a case study on

accountants across the north

needs to continue to

insurance organisation LV.

east of England.

develop agility, integration,
transparency and the

In 2015 LV had no option but to look for a new solution
when its inhouse system crashed; a replacement was live

How to date your clients

prognostic approach that

just five weeks later. The implementation of a standardised

24 May, Glasgow, free

together demonstrate its

process, workflow and automation rules, all managed by

In an age of social media,

value to stakeholders. The

finance, allowed LV to reconcile 3,000 items, add supporting

online CVs and LinkedIn,

conference will explore

documentation, see what their aging was and go live in a short

we are all becoming 24/7

these ideas.

space of time. With auto-reconciliation, LV freed up managers’
time to focus on problems, not processes, and strengthened
internal controls while streamlining the audit process.

80

More information
Use the CPD resource finder to search for events listed
here, at bit.ly/ACCA-CPD1
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Channel Islands conference
13-15 June, Guernsey,
from £607 non-residential,
£765 residential
Be inspired by our expert
panel of speakers, who
will provide insights into
current business practices,
accounting, taxation and
leadership skills. There will
be five sessions covering the
following issues:

*

accounting, IFRS and

*

taxation in Guernsey,

*
*

Guernsey/Jersey law

FRS 102
Jersey and the UK
professional
development, wellbeing
and leadership

*

business – GDPR, bitcoin
and fintech.

Attend the whole conference
on a residential or non-

Accountex – the leading trade show for accountants

residential basis or book

ACCA will take its place alongside HMRC, Sage, Xero and Intuit QuickBooks as hosts of

individual sessions. For

keynote theatres at Accountex 2018 – the UK’s flagship event for the accountancy and

more information, email

finance profession.

professionalcourses@
accaglobal.com
Parmenter masterclass
19-22 June, London, £550
David Parmenter, renowned

Taking place on 23-24 May at London’s ExCel, the event will feature:

*
*
*
*
*

Theresa Middleton, director of HMRC’S Making Tax Digital (MTD) programme
Dominic Allon, vice president, Europe, Intuit QuickBooks
Jennifer Warawa, Sage’s executive vice president of partners, accountants and alliances
Alan Laing, managing director of Sage UK and Ireland
Damon Anderson, director and partner at Xero.

speaker and king of key

Glenn Collins, head of technical advisory at ACCA, will head up a panel debate on the

performance indicators

changing face of the accountancy practice and the growing importance of technology and

(KPIs), returns to host three

strategies to deliver maximum business success. Panellists include cloud accounting pioneers

masterclasses, which will

Kinder Pocock’s Sharon Pocock and Farnell Clarke’s Will Farnell.

address key issues to help

Returning speakers also include Justin Urquhart Stewart, head of corporate development

make your business better:

and co-founder of Seven Investment Management, discussing how to ‘afford a thoroughly

*

achieve rapid month-

disgraceful retirement’; Ed Molyneux, CEO of FreeAgent, giving his take on ‘fintech

end reporting – by day

buzzwords’ and how to cut through the jargon; and Steve Checkley, commercial director at

three or less (19 June)

TaxCalc, updating practitioners on the latest MTD news.

*
*

transform your

In such a competitive profession it is essential to keep your finger on the pulse of

enterprise with winning

accounting, including staying up to date with all the latest news, products, services

KPIs (21 June)

and technology.

lean best practices

For more information and to register for the event, visit accountex.co.uk and use code

to transform your

ACCA103. Please note that the event is free to attend if you register online in advance,

finance team

otherwise you will be charged £25 on the door.

(22 June).

AB
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A-team alliance
ACCA and DFK International join forces to bolster the
profession’s ability to attract top-class talent all over the world

Editor-in-chief
Jo Malvern
joanna.malvern@accaglobal.com
Asia editor
Colette Steckel
colette.steckel@accaglobal.com

ACCA and global
accountancy network
DFK International have

International editor
Annabella Gabb
annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com

signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) to
strengthen the profession’s

Ireland editor Pat Sweet

global talent pool.

Digital editor Jamie Ambler

The partnership will see

Video production manager
Jon Gilmore

ACCA and DFK International

Sub-editors Lesley Bolton, Dean
Gurden, Peter Kernan, Jenny Mill,
Eleni Perry, Vivienne Riddoch,
Rhian Stephens

co-operate in a number of
areas, including joint events,
information-sharing and
the provision of access to
initiatives and services as a

ACCA’s Helen Brand (left) and DFK International’s
Anne Brady at ACCA headquarters in London.

way of attracting new finance
and accounting talent.
The memorandum was
signed by ACCA chief
executive Helen Brand and

Designers Bob Cree, Suhanna
Khan, Robert Mills

region, pointed to shared

Production manager Anthony Kay

access to the profession and

commitments between

promote global standards.

the two bodies: ‘ACCA

Advertising
Daniel Farrell
daniel.farrell@educate-direct.com
+44 (0)20 7902 1221

‘By partnering with DFK,

and DFK International

our respective memberships

both believe that

Martin Sharp at ACCA’s

can benefit from being part

organisations around

headquarters in London.

of a truly global network

the world should be able

with local expertise.

to access the in-depth

ceremony, Brand said:

Design manager Jackie Dollar

approaches to open up

DFK’s executive director

Speaking at the signing

‘DFK member firms

experience needed in

‘As the global body for

are passionate about

helping startups and fast-

professional accountants,

ideas, innovation and

growing businesses to

ACCA is committed

new technology, and have

build their dreams,’ she said.

to finding innovative

special strengths in helping

‘DFK member
firms are
passionate about
ideas, innovation
and new
technology’
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‘This partnership

startups and

enables our international

fast-growing

membership to benefit from

businesses

the latest global insights

to thrive

into professional and

and prosper.

ethical standards.

As such,

‘Together, this will bolster

they make a

the profession’s ability to

natural partner

attract and develop the

for ACCA.’

accounting talent that the

Anne
Brady, DFK

world needs.’
DFK International has

International’s

220 member firms and

vice president

435 member offices in 93

for the EMEA

countries.
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Changes
to our
qualification
Innovations to our qualification
prepare the next generation of
ACCA professionals for success
in a digital age.

Find out more at
accaglobal.com/thefuture
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